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Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) and wireless multi-hop networks in general have seen a 
tremendous development over the past couple of decades. Their independence from a wired 
backbone network, which allows relatively rapid and low cost deployment, combined with 
their self-configuring and self-healing capabilities and flexibility, make them suitable for 
deployment in a wide range of situations. These application scenarios include 
communications for rural communities, agriculture, natural disaster recovery, automatic 
(electrical) meter reading etc. 
 
Routing protocols are a critical component for wireless multi-hop networks, and determine to 
a large extent the network performance. The problem is that current protocols are largely one-
size-fits-all, and have a fixed set of protocol mechanisms and protocol parameters. This makes 
it impossible for these protocols to perform equally well in all the possible  deployment 
scenarios, under very different network characteristics, such as network size, network 
topology, level of node mobility and traffic patterns.  
 
To address this shortcoming, this thesis explores how wireless multi-hop routing protocols 
can be adapted and tailored towards their specific deployment scenario. Towards this goal, the 
thesis explores the impact of choosing specific protocol mechanisms and protocol parameters 
on the performance of wireless multi-hop networks, under different network scenarios. The 
thesis further presents a new hybrid protocol, which combines end-to-end routing of 
traditional wireless mobile ad-hoc and networks, with the store-carry-forward routing 
paradigm of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs). An extensive evaluation over a wide range 
topologies, from highly connected to highly disconnected, shows that this protocol can 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
1.1 Overview 
Wireless multi-hop networks, also referred to as wireless ad-hoc or mesh networks 
have seen a tremendous development over the past couple of decades. (Unless specifically 
mentioned otherwise, the generic term Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) is used in this 
thesis for any wireless multi-hop networks where end-to-end routes are required at the time of 
packet forwarding, as opposed to wireless multi-hop networks using the store-carry-forward 
approach, such as Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) discussed further below.) 
 
Wireless Mesh Networks independence from a wired backbone network, which allows 
relatively rapid and low cost deployment, combined with their self-configuring and self-
healing capabilities and flexibility, make them suitable for deployment in a wide range of 
situations. These application scenarios include communications for rural communities [16], 
[17],[18], agriculture [19], natural disaster recovery [20], military deployments [21], 
automatic (electrical) meter reading [22], railway networks [15] and mining [23], [24]. The 
wide range of deployment scenarios makes it challenging to design network protocols that 
perform equally well in all cases. 
 
Another type of wireless multi-hop network is Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), or 
opportunistic networks. In contrast to traditional Wireless Mesh Networks, where an end-to-
end path between source and destination nodes is established and available while the 
communication session is ongoing, in DTNs an end-to-end path typically does not exist at a 
single point in time, due to sparseness of the network and corresponding low node density. In 
DTNs, packets are forwarded using the store-carry-forward paradigm, exploiting the mobility 
of nodes and packet exchanges during opportunistic encounters between pairs of nodes 
WMNs [67]. 
 
An essential component of any wireless multi-hop network is the routing protocol, 
which determines the path of packets taken from source to destination nodes. The quality of 
the end to end path established by the routing protocols is a critical factor that determines the 
overall performance of the network. 




There has been extensive research carried out to develop efficient and reliable routing 
protocols for Wireless Mesh Networks. While this work has been initially focussed on Mobile 
Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), where networks consist mostly of mobile client devices, more 
recently, this has been extended to more generic Wireless Mesh Networks, including 
networks with dedicated infrastructure nodes and no or very limited node mobility. Several 
wireless routing protocols have been developed to provide communication in a wireless ad-
hoc or mesh environments. Key examples of such protocols include AODV [2], OLSR [3], 
DSDV [27], DYMO [28], DSR [29], and TORA [30]. There has also been a large number of 
works that have evaluated and compared the performance of such routing protocols, such as 
[35], [36] or [37]. 
 
Similarly, there has been extensive research into routing protocols for Delay Tolerant 
Networks. Epidemic [79], Spray and Wait [80] and PROPHET [83] are key examples of such 
DTN routing protocols. The research into routing protocols for DTNs has mostly been separate 
from the research into routing protocols for more traditional wireless multi-hop networks such as 
Wireless Mesh Networks. In contrast to this traditional approach, one of the key contributions of 
this thesis is the exploration of a protocol that can perform well in both WMN and DTN 
environments and adaptively chooses the most suitable routing paradigm. 
1.2 Research Challenges and Ideas 
Most research into routing protocols for wireless multi-hop networks so far, including both 
WMNs and DTNs, has focussed on developing protocols with a fixed, given routing behaviour, 
and a fixed set of critical protocol parameters. The problem is that possible deployment scenarios 
of wireless multi-hop networks can vary significantly in regards to a wide range of parameters and 
characteristics, such as network size, network topology and node density, mobility pattern, traffic 
pattern etc. It is clear that there can be no single routing protocol that can perform optimally in all 
these, potentially very different network scenarios. Current wireless multi-hop routing protocols 
are largely one-size-fits-all, and are unable to adapt their operation to specific network and 
deployment scenarios. The goal of this thesis is to explore the potential of protocol adaptation, 
where the wireless multi-hop routing protocols can be adapted to different network scenarios and 
tailored in terms of their behaviour. 
 




An example of such protocol adaptation is by tuning of critical routing protocol parameters, 
in particular timing parameters such as HELLO intervals, Active Route Timeout parameters etc. 
For example, the AODV routing protocol has more than 20 protocol parameters that are set at a 
fixed value, according to the RFC [2], and can potentially be used for adaptation. 
 
There has been very limited research into the potential of wireless multi-hop routing 
protocol adaptation, and significant research challenges remain to be addressed, such as which 
aspects of the protocol or which protocol parameters offer the greatest potential for performance 
improvement via adaptation and tailoring to different network situations. The aim of this thesis is 
to take a step towards addressing these challenges.  
 
To this end, this thesis explores how the choice of critical routing protocol parameters 
affects the network performance for different network scenarios. This evaluation and 
corresponding results are presented in Chapter 5, where the performance of protocols such as 
AODV, DYMO (AODVv2) and OLSR with a combination of different protocol parameter 
settings under a range of different network scenarios are explored via simulation experiments.  
 
One of the findings of Chapter 5 is that the node density, and hence network 
connectivity, has a critical impact on network performance for traditional ad-hoc and WMN 
routing protocols such as OLSR, AODV and others. Once the node density goes below a 
certain threshold, and the network becomes increasingly sparse, end-to-end routes such as 
established by protocols such as AODV and OLSR become increasingly fragile. 
Consequently, the network performance decreases dramatically. A highly sparse network 
topology and general lack of end-to-end routes are characteristics of Delay Tolerant 
Networks. The thesis explores in Chapter 6 how the performance of WMN routing protocol 
can be enhanced in such scenarios, by incorporating the DTN concept of store-carry-forward 
into a WMN routing protocol. This is explored using the OLSR protocol as a basis. 
 
This is in contrast to the traditional research into wireless routing protocols, which has 
a binary view of wireless multi-hop networks, i.e. either as WMNs (end-to-end routes are 
expected to be available all the time) or DTNs or opportunistic networks (end-to-end routes 
are not expected to be available). This traditional approach ignores the significant „grey-zone‟ 
between those two boundary cases, which can occur in practical situations. The goal of this 




thesis was to develop a simple and practical protocol which can perform well across a wide 
range of degree of network connectivity. The protocol developed and evaluated in this thesis 
is based on OLSR, and is called OLSR-OPP, for OLSR with Opportunistic Network 
extensions. The performance of OLSR-OPP is evaluated across a wide range of levels of 
network connectivity (or node densities), and shown to significantly improve performance 
over the original OLSR protocol, as well as Spray-and-Wait, a well-known DTN routing 
protocol. 
1.3 Summary of Research Contributions 
The key research contributions of this thesis are summarised below: 
 
• Experimental evaluation of impact of WMN routing protocol parameters and 
mechanisms on network performance, under a range of network scenarios  
•  Evaluation of a parameterised route repair mechanism in AODV 
•  Investigation of performance of key WMN protocols (AODV, DYMO, OLSR, 
and HWMP) for a range of mobility scenarios, and investigation of reasons for 
packet loss 
• Investigation of the impact of HELLO interval parameter on network 
performance in AODV, under a range of mobility scenarios 
•  Investigation of the performance of the OLSR protocol in a range of node 
density scenarios 
 
•  Development of new hybrid routing protocol (OLSR-OPP) that integrates routing 
mechanisms of both WMN and DTN (or opportunistic) routing protocols  
•  Prototype implementation of OLSR-OPP in ns-2 network simulator 
• Systematic performance evaluation of OLSR-OPP in networking scenarios 
ranging from highly dense and connected to highly sparse and disconnected, 
considering a wide range of intermediate levels  
•  Comparison of OLSR-OPP to OLSR and Spray-and-Wait protocol




Chapter 2 BACKGROUND - WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS AND 
ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
2.1 Overview 
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) presents an emerging communications technology 
with a great potential for a wide range of applications, where traditional wired or wireless 
networks cannot be deployed or proof to be inefficient or uneconomical. Example application 
scenarios are emergency response, disaster recovery, mining, rural communications, etc. 
Wireless Mesh Networks are essentially a type of wireless multi-hop networks, and are 
therefore related to other wireless multi-hop networks, such as Wireless Sensor Networks and 
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET). According to [1], MANETs can be considered as the 
simplest variant of WMNs. In other publications, WMNs are considered to be a special type 
of MANET [26]. In order to address the ambiguity of the term “Wireless Mesh Network”, we 
will provide a definition and identify the most relevant features, to be used in this thesis. 
 
For the context of this thesis, we define Wireless Mesh Networks broadly as wireless 
multi-hop networks where an end-to-end path is required at the time of communication. This 
is in contrast to Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), where generally no end-to-end routing path 
exists at any single point in time. WMN scan consist of a combination of infrastructure based 
mesh routers and mobile mesh clients. Mesh routers are generally infrastructure devices 
whose main role is to route and forward packets. Mesh clients are mobile end user devices, 
such as smart phones, which might or might not take part in the routing, as discussed in the 
following. 
 
Even though WMNs can support a range of wireless communication technologies, 
they are most often implemented with IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) radios due to their low cost and 
high availability. In the following, we list a set of key features and characteristics that are 
typical of Wireless Mesh Networks. 
 




i. Wireless multi-hop: The most obvious property is the wireless multi-hop nature of 
WMNs, where packets are sent from source to destination via multiple hops of 
wireless transmissions. 
 
ii. Mesh Topology, Redundancy: As the name indicates, WMN have a mesh topology, 
which means that there is typically a high level of redundancy in the network 
topology. If a link fails, a new route can typically be established via an alternative 
path. It is the role and challenge of a WMN routing protocol is to use this redundancy 
efficiently to implement a self-healing capabilities and provide improved reliability 
and robustness of the network. 
 
iii. Dynamic Network Topology: A WMN can consist of a combination of both static and 
mobile nodes with varying degrees of mobility. Even in a completely static network 
with no mobility, the network topology of a WMN can be highly dynamic, due to the 
variability of wireless links. Effects such as interference, fading etc. can result in links 
being disabled and enabled, and thereby resulting in topology changes. Therefore, 
routing protocols for WMN need to be able to cope with highly dynamic topologies, 
and need to be able to find paths between nodes in a constantly changing environment. 
 
The above mentioned characteristics are also shared by MANETs. In our broad 
definition of WMNs, MANETs are a subset of WMNs as further discussed in the following 
section. In addition to the above MANET features, WMNs can have the following features 
and characteristics: 
 
i. Infrastructure Component: Unlike MANET where the network is made up entirely of 
end-user devices, WMNs can have an infrastructure component, i.e. the mesh routers, 
forming the backbone infrastructure. In contrast to client devices (mesh clients), they 
can be equipped with multiple radios, and are generally less resource constrained. 
 
ii. Configuration Flexibility: In contrast to MANET, where all nodes need to provide 
routing and forwarding functionality, WMN also allow normal IEEE 802.11 clients to 
connect to the network, without providing this functionality.  
 




As a consequence of these characteristics, WMNs have a set of features which make 
them attractive for a wide range of application scenarios. These key features are: 
 
i. Rapid Deployment Capability. The most time consuming aspect in the deployment of 
traditional wireless networks is the deployment of the wired backbone infrastructure. 
By replacing this wired infrastructure with a wireless multi-hop network, the 
deployment time can be greatly reduced. This feature is especially important for 
applications scenarios such as emergency response, disaster recovery and counter 
terrorism. 
 
ii. Low Cost. Often, the most expensive aspect of deploying a traditional wireless 
network is the deployment of the backbone wiring. By making the backbone wireless, 
the deployment of WMNs can be made a lot less expensive. Another reason why 
WMNs are generally considered a cost effective solution, is their use of widely 
available and cheap IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) hardware. 
 
iii. Robustness. WMN have a fully distributed architecture with no single point of failure, 
with a network topology that has a significant level or redundancy. WMN routing 
protocols can use this to implement self-healing capabilities which allows the network 
to recover in case of link failure. WMNs therefore can achieve a high level of 
robustness. 
2.2 WMN Classification 
This section presents a classification of WMNs and describes the different types of 
network setups. In the following, we differentiate between three basic types of network 
configurations, as also suggested in [1]: 
 
i) Infrastructure mesh networks consist of dedicated devices of the network 
infrastructure, i.e. mesh routers, which provide the wireless backbone infrastructure. 
Client devices i.e. mesh clients, do not take part in the routing. Instead, they connect 
to the access points in the mesh network by traditional wireless access technologies. 
 




ii) Client mesh networks consist exclusively of mesh clients such as laptops or 
smartphones. The client devices participate in the mesh routing and packet 
forwarding, and therefore provide the network services, without any dedicated 
infrastructure nodes (routers). MANETs fall into this category of WMNs. 
 
iii) Hybrid mesh networks consist of both infrastructure devices (mesh routers) and 
client devices (mesh clients), and both types of nodes contribute to routing and 
forwarding of packets. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 depicts a hierarchical and layered network architecture that integrates 
various configurations of WMN, and shows the most general type of WMN, i.e. a hybrid 
WMN.. On the top level of Figure 2.1, there is the backbone mesh gateways connected to the 
Internet via wired links, indicated by solid lines. The gateways provide wireless Internet 
access (dashed lines) to the second level entities, the so-called mesh routers. These wireless 
routers form the core of the network and provide its backbone. On the lowest level, there are 
the mobile user devices, i.e. the mesh clients. In this example, the mesh clients form part of 
the network infrastructure by providing packet routing and forwarding services. For example, 
a mesh client can forward packets of another mesh client who is out of transmission range of a 
mesh router. 
 
The architecture outlined above needs further discussion. First of all, the mesh 
gateways are specific mesh routers that have a wired, high-speed connection to the Internet. 
These wired connections are considered not to be part of the WMN. Thus, the WMN itself is 
fully wireless. The mesh routers and gateways are typically installed at certain fixed positions. 
They establish a long term infrastructure. However, the network can easily be extended by 
adding new routers and gateways, since the backbone links are wireless.  
 
Mesh routers and mesh gateways together establish a wireless multi-hop network that 
serves as a backbone. Traffic that cannot be delivered directly to the destination node by mesh 
clients is routed hop-by-hop through the wireless backbone. Furthermore, a WMN routes 
traffic from a mesh client to a mesh gateway that can forward it to the Internet and vice versa. 
This way of communication is very different to conventional wireless Local Area Networks 




(LANs), which provide only gateway or bridge functionality and where wireless Access 






Figure 2.1: Wireless Mesh Networks 
 
In contrast, in a WMN mesh routers have multi-hop routing capabilities and data packets 
are forwarded along multiple wireless hops to their final destination. As mentioned, routing 
and forwarding of packets can be provided by both mesh routers as well as mesh clients. Even 
though mesh routers are typically static, they can be mobile, and mesh clients are quite often 
mobile. As a consequence, the network topology can be very dynamic.  
 
It is the responsibility of the routing protocol to establish paths between source and 
destination nodes in the network, which is the focus of this research. Routing in WMN has a 
set of specific challenges due to the specific characteristics and features of these types of 
networks. The following section provides and overview of WMN routing, and discusses a 
number of key WMN routing protocols. 




2.3 Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks 
Routing in general can be referred to as the process of finding the end-to-end path 
between a source node and a destination node. This has to be done reliably, fast, and with 
minimal overhead. In general, one goal of routing is to choose a suitably „efficient‟ path 
where efficiency can be measured in terms of throughput, delay, overhead and other metrics. 
In the context of WMN, we can differentiate between three basic types of routing protocols: 
proactive, reactive and hybrid. The following discussions will provide more details for all 
these three types of routing techniques. 
2.3.1 Proactive Routing 
In proactive routing protocols, nodes constantly exchange routing and link information 
and update their routing tables accordingly in order to be ready when data has to be sent. This 
type of protocol is used in traditional wired networks e.g. the Internet. The two main 
approaches of protocols for dissemination of link and routing information, and the 
computation of routes are of the type “Link State” and “Distance Vector”.  
 
In Link State routing each node regularly broadcasts information about its local links 
(and link costs) to all nodes in the network. Therefore, all nodes have a complete view of the 
network topology, and can compute the shortest path to any destination in the network. With 
Distance Vector routing, nodes exchange their complete routing table with their immediate 
neighbours only. Due to this limited exchange, Distance Vector protocols more slowly adapt 
to topology changes than Link State protocols. In both Distance Vector and Link State 
protocols, nodes calculate the shortest path to destination nodes (according to some cost 
metric, e.g. number of hops), based on the information received. 
 
Proactive protocols attempt to maintain up-to-date state information for all nodes in 
the network and have been proven to work well for wired networks, but it is recognised that 
they scale poorly in highly dynamic WMN, e.g. due to node mobility. However, this can be 
addressed by limiting the scope and frequency of dissemination of such routing information, 
thus resulting in a more robust and scalable proactive routing protocols such as DSDV [27] or 
OLSR [3]. 
 




2.3.2 Reactive Routing 
In contrast to the proactive approach, reactive routing gathers the routing information 
on-demand, when it is required. A source node will ask its neighbours for a route when it has 
data to send, via a Route Request message. If the neighbours do not have any known route, 
they broadcast the request, and so on. Once the final destination has been reached by these 
broadcasts, an answer is built and forwarded back to the source. This source can then transmit 
the data on the newly discovered route. Each device used for forwarding the routing packets 
has learned the route at the same time.The reactive method works well in a wireless 
environment in presence of mobile nodes and a continuously changing topology.  
 
The availability of bandwidth in IEEE 802.11 networks is scarce, so the on-demand 
methods can help conserve it by limiting the amount of routing overhead. The main 
disadvantage is the increased initial delay, in case when a route does not exist and needs to be 
discovered before a packet can be sent. Reactive methods are widely accepted for WMNs, and 
therefore many routing protocols follow this approach. Key examples are DSR [29] and 
AODV [2], which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 
2.3.3 Hybrid Routing 
Hybrid protocols aim to combine the advantages of reactive and proactive protocols. 
The goal is to minimise the delay of reactive protocols as well as the routing overhead of 
proactive protocols. Routes are initially established proactively and the protocol then serves 
the demand from additionally activated nodes through reactive flooding. The choice for one 
method or the other requires predetermination for typical cases. The Zone Routing Protocol 
(ZRP) [62] is such a hybrid reactive/proactive routing protocol. Each mobile node proactively 
maintains routes within a local region (referred to as the routing zone). Mobile nodes residing 
outside the zone can be reached with reactive routing. 
 
Another example of a hybrid protocol is the aptly named Hybrid Wireless Mesh 
Protocol (HWMP) [64]. The protocol proactively maintains routes from nodes to the root or 
„portal‟ node, and establishes routes between peer nodes reactively using the AODV protocol. 
HWMP is discussed in more details in the following section. 
 
 




2.4 WMN Routing Protocols 
There are more than one hundred existing routing protocols for wireless multi-hop 
networks, mostly developed in the context of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET), Wireless 
Sensor Networks and Wireless Mesh Networks. While it is impossible to discuss all these 
protocols in detail, this section gives an overview of relevant examples. 
 
When embarking on the development of a routing protocol, there is considerable scope 
for making design choices. Routing protocols can operate in many ways because there are 
various methods used for paths metrics and computation, distribution of routing information, 
various data structures for storing such information and several strategies for node 
coordination. The following discussion will illustrate the range of WMN routing protocols 
based on key examples. 
2.4.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV) 
DSDV [27] was one of the first proactive routing protocols available for Wireless Ad-
hoc networks. It has not been standardised by any standards authority, but is still a relevant 
protocol and often used as a reference. DSDV is based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm. With 
DSDV, each routing table will contain all available destinations, with the associated next hop, 
the associated metric (numbers of hops), and a sequence number originated by the destination 
node. Tables are updated in the topology via exchange between neighbouring nodes. Each 
node will broadcast to its neighbours entries in its table. This exchange of entries can be made 
by dumping the whole routing table, or by performing an incremental update, i.e. via 
exchanging just recently updated routes. Nodes which receive this data can then update their 
tables if they received a better route, or a more recent one. Updates are performed on a regular 
basis, and are instantly sent in the event of a detected topology change.  
 
If there are frequent topology changes, full table exchanges are more efficient, 
whereas in a more stable topology, incremental updates will cause less overhead. The route 
selection is performed based on the metric and sequence number criteria. The sequence 
number provides a freshness indicator for the routing information, maintained by the 
destination node. It allows choosing fresher routes over stale ones. 
 




As with every proactive routing protocol, DSDV reduces the latency by continually 
maintaining a route to all destinations at all times. However, DSDV has a few limitations, 
mainly in the route table update process. One of the major problems is that data is exchanged 
only between neighbours, and a topology change can take a significant amount of time to 
propagate, resulting in limited convergence. This problem and limitation is more significant 
for highly dynamic networks. 
2.4.2 Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) 
OLSR is another proactive protocol, originated at INRIA (Institut National de 
Recherche en Informatique et Automatique), France. It has been proposed for standardisation 
to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) with the RFC 3626 [3] document in October 
2003.  As the name implies, OLSR is a link state protocol, where nodes broadcast local link 
information in the entire network. In OLSR, shortest routes are computed based on Dijkstra‟s 
algorithm. OLSR is the most widely used proactive routing protocol for WMNs. It addresses 
the high overhead problem common to proactive link state routing protocols with the 
introduction of multipoint relays (MPR).  
 
Multipoint relays reduce the overhead of broadcasting link state messages in the 
network by adding a layer of hierarchy. Multipoint relays aggregate link state updates on 
behalf of other nodes, and distributes them in the network. OLSR defines two types of 
messages. It uses “HELLO” messages in order to inform its immediate neighbours about its 
current links states. These “HELLO” messages contain a timeout, a hold time, and 
information about link status. In contrast to DSDV, it is not the entire routing table that is 
exchanged. OLSR will use this to maintain its link state information. “HELLO” packets are 
broadcast on a regular basis.  
 
OLSR also uses “TOPOLOGY CONTROL” (TC) messages. This type of message is 
event triggered. Each node which detects a change in its direct neighbourhood will send a TC 
message containing its network address and a list of its MPRs. This packet is used to inform 
other nodes of topology changes. This will start a new route calculation process.Only Multi 
Point Relay (MPR) nodes send TC packets to their selector nodes. TC messages contain a list 
of one-hop neighbours which have selected this node as their MPR. TC messages are used for 
routing table calculation and maintaining the network topology. For node to be selected as a 




MPR is highly dependent on its “WILLINGNESS” value. The “WILLINGNESS” parameter 
in OLSR is defined as how willing or able a node is to forward traffic. The parameter is 
specified as one of eight levels (0-7), with a default value of 3.A “WILLINGNESS” value of 
0 means a node will never be selected as a MPR, while value of 7 means it is always ready to 
be selected as MPR. 
 
OLSR increases the network performance compared to DSDV, due to the multipoint 
relay mechanism. This mechanism reduces the amount of data exchanged by avoiding 
duplicate data transmissions. MPRs also propagate changes more quickly in the network, 
thereby reducing the route fluctuation impact in a mobile environment. Compared to DSDV, 
OLSR converges more quickly to changed topologies and uses less control traffic. However, 
on large topologies, OLSR is still vulnerable to quick network changes, and incurs a relatively 
large overhead.  
 
OLSRv2 [59] is currently being developed within the IETF. It maintains most of the 
key mechanisms of OLSR such as the MPR selection mechanism and link update 
dissemination. OLSRv2 provides increased flexibility and a more modular design. 
2.4.3 Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 
AODV was defined as an IETF standard in July 2003 (RFC 3561) [2], as an improved 
version of DSDV. AODV is a reactive protocol and establishes routes on-demand. The 
AODV protocol is inspired from the Bellman-Ford algorithm like DSDV. The principal 
change is that AODV discovers routes on-demand, in contrast to the proactive discovery in 
DSDV. A node is silent while it does not have any data to send. Then, if the upper layers are 
requesting a route for a packet, a “ROUTE REQUEST” packet will be broadcast to the 
immediate neighbourhood of the node. If a neighbour has a route corresponding to the 
request, a “ROUTE REPLY” message will be returned. This message is like a “use me” 
answer. Otherwise, each neighbour will forward the “ROUTE REQUEST” to their neighbours 
via broadcast communication, and increment the hop value in the packet data. They also use 
information in the “ROUTE REQUEST” message for building a reverse route entry to the 
originator of the message. This process continues until the destination node has been found, or 
alternatively a node with a route to the destination has been found. 
 




A route that has been created during the AODV route discovery process will be kept 
active in the routing table for limited period of time. The parameter that decides how long a 
node should keep a route in the routing table after the last successful transmission of data 
packets is called “ACTIVE_ROUTE_TIMEOUT” or ART. When a route is not used for a 
period of ART seconds, the route will be marked as invalid in the routing table. 
 
Another important aspect of the AODV protocol is the route maintenance. When a 
link to neighbour is no longer available and it was used on a route to a destination node, this 
route is not valid anymore. AODV uses “HELLO” packets on a regular basis to check if 
neighbours are still alive and if the corresponding links are still active. If there is no response 
to the “HELLO” packet sent to a node, then the originator deletes all associated routes in its 
routing table. Links can be detected as broken, either with a lack of received “HELLO” 
messages or alternatively via link layer feedback. Link layer feedback uses information 
wireless network interface about the success or failure of unicast transmission attempts, 
indicated via the receipt or lack of a layer 2 acknowledgement. Link layer feedback is an 
optional feature and not always implemented. 
 
Depending on the location of the link break, i.e. its distance from the source node 
relative to the distance to the destination node, AODV will either attempt to repair the route 
locally (local repair), by issuing a “ROUTE REQUEST” message at the node where the link 
break was detected. Alternatively, this node can send a “ROUTE ERROR” message upstream 
to the source node, which can then initiate a new route discovery process from scratch. As 
will be discussed later in this thesis, the choice of which route repair mechanism to apply can 
have a significant impact on the network performance. 
2.4.4 Dynamic MANET on Demand (DYMO) 
DYMO [28] or AODVv2 as it has been referred to more recently, is a new reactive (on 
demand) routing protocol, which is currently developed in the context of the IETF‟s MANET 
working group. DYMO is work in progress, and the discussion here is based on the 
information from [28]. 
 
DYMO builds upon experience with previous approaches to reactive routing, 
especially with the routing protocol AODV. It aims at a somewhat simpler design, helping to 




reduce the system requirements of participating nodes, and simplifying the protocol 
implementation. DYMO retains proven mechanisms of previously explored routing protocols 
like the use of sequence numbers to enforce loop freedom. At the same time, DYMO provides 
enhanced features, such as covering possible MANET–Internet gateway scenarios and 
optional implementation of a feature called path accumulation, which is essentially based on 
the source route accumulation feature available in DSR protocol.  
 
 Besides route information about a requested target, a node will also receive 
information about all intermediate nodes of a newly discovered path. This is major difference 
between DYMO and AODV, the latter of which only generates routing table entries for the 
destination node and the next hop, while DYMO stores routes for each intermediate hop. To 
efficiently deal with highly dynamic scenarios, links on known routes may be actively 
monitored, e.g. by using the MANET Neighbourhood Discovery Protocol [59] or by 
examining feedback obtained from the data link layer. Detected link failures are made known 
to affected nodes by sending a route error message (RERR) to all nodes in range, informing 
them of all routes that have become unavailable. Should this RERR in turn invalidate any 
routes known to these nodes, they will again inform all their neighbours by multicasting a 
RERR containing the routes concerned, thus effectively flooding information about a link 
breakage through the MANET. DYMO also does not implement a local link repair 
mechanism, which is in contrast to AODV. 
2.4.5 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
As a reactive protocol, DSR [29] has some similarity with AODV. The key difference 
to AODV is that DSR uses source routing, which means that each time a data packet is sent, it 
contains the list of nodes via which it will be forwarded. In other terms, each packet contains 
the route it will use. This mechanism allows nodes on the route to cache new routes, and also, 
allows the originator to specify the route it wants, depending on criteria such as load 
balancing and QoS. This mechanism also avoids routing loops. 
 
 If a node has to send a packet to another one, and it has no route for that, it initiates a 
route discovery process. This process is very similar to the AODV protocol as a route request 
is broadcast to the initiator‟s neighbourhood until the destination node is found or a node with 
a route to the destination node is found. Thus, the difference is that every node used for 




broadcasting this route request packet deduces the route to the originator, and keeps it in 
cache. Also, there can be many route replies for a single request. Another difference with 
AODV is in the route maintenance process. DSR does not use broadcasts such as AODV‟s 
“HELLO” packets. Instead, it uses layer two built-in acknowledgments. If DSR detect a route 
break in its routing table, it will use RERR messages to notify its neighbours. 
2.4.6 Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) 
HWMP is the default routing protocol for WLAN mesh networking, as defined in the 
upcoming IEEE 802.11s wireless mesh standard [64]. 802.11s is an extension of the IEEE 
802.11 MAC standard and defines an architecture and protocol to support broadcast, multicast 
and unicast communication over self-configuring wireless multi-hop networks, using "radio-
aware” routing metrics. 
 
HWMP is the default routing protocol of IEEE 802.11s, and is required to be 
supported by any standards compliant implementation. The hybrid nature of HWMP consists 
of a combination of proactive and reactive routing.  The proactive part is used to maintain 
routes of all nodes to special node called „mesh portal‟, which typically provides gateway 
connectivity to an external network. This is achieved via the portal node periodically 
broadcasting announcement messages, which sets up a tree topology with the portal at the 
root. 
The reactive part of HWMP is used to find optimal routes between peer nodes in the 
mesh network. It is largely based on AODV, as described earlier. It uses the distance vector 
routing and AODV‟s well-known on-demand route discovery process with route request and 
route reply messages. Destination sequence numbers are used to recognize stale routing 
information. However, there are some significant differences in the details. In contrast to most 
MANET protocols, which are implemented at layer 3 of the protocol stack, HWMP 
implements its routing functionality at layer 2, and consequently uses MAC addresses instead 
of IP addresses. Furthermore, HWMP can make use of more sophisticated routing metrics 
than hop-count, i.e. “radio-aware” metrics. A new path metric field is included in the 
RREQ/RREP messages that contain the cumulative value of the link metrics of the path so 
far. The default routing metric of HWMP is the airtime metric.  




2.4.7 Routing Aware - Optimized Link State Routing (RA-OLSR) 
The RA-OLSR [64] protocol is an optional, proactive routing protocol of the emerging 
IEEE 802.11s standard. It follows closely the specification of the OLSR protocol as described 
earlier in this chapter. Similar to HWMP, it uses MAC addresses and can work with arbitrary 
routing metrics such as the airtime metric. Furthermore, it defines a mechanism for the 
distribution of addresses of non-mesh WLAN clients in the RA-OLSR mesh. 
 
The link state is the value of the link metric and is used in the shortest path 
computation. Therefore, a link metric field is associated to each reported neighbour in OLSR 
HELLO messages and TC messages. The value of the link metric is also stored in the 
corresponding information repositories, the link set and the topology set. The link metric is 
also used in the heuristic for the selection of the multipoint relays. 
 
Each mesh access point maintains a local association base (LAB) that contains all 
legacy IEEE 802.11 stations associated with this mesh AP. It broadcasts local association 
base advertisement (LABA) messages periodically, in order to distribute the association 
information in the mesh network. The information received from LABA messages is stored in 
the global association base (GAB) in each node. The information of both LAB and GAB is 
used in the construction of the routing table and provides routes to legacy stations associated 
with mesh access points. To save bandwidth, it is possible to advertise only the checksum of 
the blocks of the LAB. If there is a mismatch between a received checksum and the checksum 
in the GAB, the node requests an update of the corresponding block of the LAB of the 
originating node. 
 
2.5 Effects of Mobility and Other Key Factors on WMN Routing 
Protocol Performance 
Mobility is an important factor in determining the overall performance of wireless 
mesh network routing protocols. Performance comparisons are typically being made between 
proactive and reactive routing protocols in the context of different degrees of network 
mobility. As discussed before, a key difference between proactive and reactive protocols is 
the approach in which route maintenance is handled. Proactive protocols, as the name 




suggests, will actively maintain routes even when no data transmissions are taking place. In 
contrast, reactive protocols only maintain a route while it used for active data transmission 
across the network and the route will time-out when transmission stops. This section provides 
a brief discussion of the respective impact of mobility and other key factors on proactive and 
reactive wireless mesh routing protocols.  
 
Simulation results in [111] show that reactive protocols (AODV and DYMO) 
generally outperform proactive protocol (OLSR) in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) in 
scenarios with high mobility rates. In these simulations, a small packet size of 64 bytes was 
used, with a sending rate of 4 packets per second. The simulations were done using a Random 
Waypoint (RWP) Mobility Model [58]. Due to their reactive nature, reactive protocols are 
generally better able to adapt to rapidly changing network environments. In particular, they 
are able to detect link breaks more quickly, and are able to update routing table accordingly 
faster.  
 
The problem with proactive protocols, and OLSR in particular, is that they struggle to 
converge in networks with highly dynamic topologies, caused by node mobility. In addition to 
the higher signalling overhead of proactive protocols, packet loss is to a large extent due to 
the slow detection of topology changes, and consequently stale routing table entries, resulting 
in packets being forwarded over broken links. This is reflected in the results in [111], and is 
consistent with results in [36], [115], even though in [36] a different proactive routing 
protocol was used (DSDV). 
 
In terms of routing overhead, proactive protocol such as DSDV and OLSR have a 
constant overhead, regardless of the level of mobility and traffic load [36], [116]. They 
require periodic broadcasts of control messages to maintain all available routes. In contrast, in 
reactive protocols such as AODV and DSR, the routing overhead depends on the level of 
node mobility and the number of active traffic flows. Frequent link breaks will cause an 
increased number of routing control packets sent across the network to enable route repair. As 
for traffic load, more active traffic flows and traffic sources also result in a higher control 
packet overhead, due to the larger number of routes that need to be maintained. 
 




In terms of end to end delay, proactive protocols generally produce lower delay than 
reactive protocols, as shown in [36]Error! Reference source not found.. Proactive protocols 
such as OLSR and DSDV continuously maintain routes between all node pairs in a network. 
In the case when a new route is required, no extra route discovery delay is incurred, which is 
in contrast to reactive protocols. The well-known cost and drawback of this is the increased 
signalling overhead in terms of network bandwidth. In situations of high traffic load, this 
additional signalling overhead of proactive protocols can cause increased congestion in the 
network, resulting in a greater number of packets being lost, and hence in a lower Packet 











Chapter 3 BACKGROUND - DELAY TOLERANT 
NETWORKS AND ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
3.1 Overview 
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) represent another type of wireless multi-hop 
networks, with a number of key differences to Wireless Mesh Networks. DTNs, as the name 
suggest, are designed to survive periods of network and connectivity disruptions. DTNs make 
no assumption of end-to-end connectivity at a single point in time between source and 
destination nodes, in contrast to WMNs [67]. Instead of relying on end-to-end routes, DTNs 
rely on the concept of store-carry-forward, where data is exchanged opportunistically during 
temporary encounters of mobile nodes. 
 
Other key characteristic of DTNs are they may have low asymmetric bandwidth, low 
transmission range, widely scattered nodes [68], [69] and potentially also significant power 
constraints [70]. Researchers have proposed a number of DTN applications. For example, 
ZebraNet [65] has been proposed to monitor the long term behaviour of wild animals (such as 
Zebras as the name suggested) that are sparsely distributed over a large geographical area. 
Another example of DTN application is communication among the villages of Saami 
reindeer‟s herders living in remote areas in northern Sweden [66].  
 
This chapter aims to give an overview of the basic characteristics and key aspects of 
DTNs, with a particular focus on DTN routing protocols. 
3.2 DTN Key Characteristics 
We consider a DTN example from [71], as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The example 
shows vehicles such as buses, a number of cars and trucks, all equipped with radio 
transceivers, which allow them to communicate with each other, if within range. There are 
also wireless access points which have access to Internet.  
 




Communication links are established opportunistically and intermittently, when two 
nodes come into transmission range of each other. For extended periods of time, individual 
nodes or vehicles might have no connectivity at all. Due to this, vehicles might have to store 
data and carry it with them for some distance, until they encounter another vehicle or maybe 
an access points to forward the data to. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Example of Vehicle and People based DTN  
 
 DTNs can also be formed by a collection of smart phones and other mobile devices 
equipped with radio transceivers. The availability of a range of sensors on typical 
smartphones enables participatory sensing applications, measuring traffic conditions, air 
pollution, etc. Using free direct peer-to-peer communication between devices using WiFi or 
Bluetooth, an opportunistic network or a DTN can be established and used for the 
dissemination of the sensed information. But smartphones have some limitations in this 




context, such as limited battery life. User mobility can be highly unpredictable, resulting in 
unpredictable encounters and network connectivity. This has the consequence of potentially 
long delays of connectivity interruptions. Under these challenging conditions, it is difficult to 
ensure that data is delivered efficiently and reliably to the intended destination. DTN routing 
protocols need to be able to cope with these challenges. The following section gives a brief 
summary of DTN characteristics. Following that, we will give an overview of key DTN 
routing protocols. 
3.3 DTN Key Characteristics 
 Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are different from classical MANETs or WMNs in 
the way in which packets are forwarded and delivered to their destination. In WMNs and 
MANETs, the routing protocol tries to establish an end-to-end route between source and 
destination nodes which needs to be maintained while the communication session lasts. In 
contrast, DTNs do not assume that such an end-to-end route exists at any given point in time. 
The reason for a lack of end-to-end routes is typically the increased sparseness of the network. 
In DTNs data packets, or “bundles”, are delivered in a store-carry-forward approach, using 
pair wise communication between nodes during opportunistic and typically intermittent 
encounters. In the following, we list a set of key features and characteristics that are typical of 
Delay Tolerant Networks, which is very important when designing routing protocols. 
 
Dynamic/Unpredictable Topologies:  
Similar to MANETs, in DTNs the location of nodes and hence the network topology 
can vary from time to time because of node mobility, and nodes can have different 
mobility patterns. For example in Figure 3.1, we show a network between vehicles and 
groups of people. Other examples include monitoring wild animals‟ habitat movement 
[72] and communication on trains [73]. Because of the dynamic nature of these 
networks, it is difficult to predict the network topology. 
 
High variation in connection duration:  
In DTNs, when nodes encounter each other, and since the duration of these encounters 
are unpredictable and can be short, it is important for routing protocols to decide 
whether to forward data packets or not, and which packets to forward, in order to 




maximize the probability of successful delivery to the destination node. This decision 
can depend on a number of factors, such as buffer capacity, encounter history, etc. For 
example, in ZebraNet [65] this decision is crucial to maximize the delivery probability 
as nodes may encounter each other during very limited time periods only. 
 
Lack of topology and path information:  
As DTNs typically do not have complete routing information due to a lack of available 
topology information. Because of this, it is impossible to calculate the best route 
globally, such as is the case in link state routing protocols.  DTNs rely on local 
information and metrics, obtained from pair wise node encounters, in order to decide 
which packets to forward and to which nodes. 
 
Resources limitation: 
Routing protocols also have to take into consideration the typically limited resources 
of DTN nodes such as buffer capacity, CPU, memory and also power (battery 
lifetime). For example, smart phones typically have very limited battery power and 
buffer capacity, so it is very important to carefully manage their energy, and 
consequently their communication pattern. In water pollution or wildlife habitat 
movement monitoring, nodes can be deployed for months or years before the data is 
being collected and batteries are replaced. In addition, DTN routing protocols can 
distribute or leverage resources or such as data or power across multiple nodes. For 
example, a node may want to forward all a fraction of stored data to other nodes, in 
order to free up buffer memory.  
3.3.1 DTN Bundle Layer 
 The main feature in DTN routing protocols is to implement the store-carry-forward 
mechanism, which means that nodes will store the data locally, and when they next encounter 
other nodes, they will forward it based on the forwarding rules of the routing protocol. These 
stored data blocks are called „Bundles‟, and detailed “bundle” protocol details are described in 
an IETF RFC “Bundle Protocol Specification” [74]. Most of the DTN protocol designs are 
based on this approach. 
 




 As per [74], the underlying of Bundle layer is shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 [75]. 
In these figures, the implementation of store and forward message switching in DTNs is 
implemented by overlaying a new protocol layer called the “Convergence Layer” on top of 
heterogeneous region specific lower layers [76]. From Figure 3.2 we can see that the bundle 
layer ties together the „region specific‟ lower layers. 
 
This enables applications to communicate across the multiple regions. Regions can be 
loosely defined in this context of areas of the network with a common set of protocols and 
network characteristics.  Bundles are also called “messages‟ as in message switching. The 
bundle layer stores the messages (or bundles) and forwards them (or possibly fragments of 
bundles) when they encounter other nodes. Bundles can be arbitrarily long and can be an 
aggregate of lower layer network protocol packets. Bundles can be broken into fragments 
during transmission. Applications sitting on top of the bundle layer need to use the specific 
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Figure 3.3: Bundle Protocol Layer [75] 
 
3.3.2 DTN Node Roles 
This section presents a simple classification that considers the functional differences 
of Delay Tolerant Network nodes. The main idea here is to differentiate between DTN nodes 
and to bring into focus the aspect of DTN service provisioning and management. In DTNs, a 
node is an entity with a “Bundle Layer”. A node can be a host, router or gateway, as described 
below, or a combination [75].  
 
Host: 
The function of a host is to send and received bundles, but it does not forward them. A 
host can be a source or destination in a DTN bundle transfer.  
 
Router: 
The role of a router in a DTN is to forward bundles within a single DTN region. A 




A DTN Gateway is similar to a DTN router, with the additional capability to forward 
bundles between two or more DTN regions. Like a router, a gateway may also 


























3.4 Routing in Delay Tolerant Networks 
 As mentioned before, routing in Delay Tolerant Networks is fundamentally different 
from other multi-hop wireless networks such as MANETs and WMNs. In DTNs, the network 
is characterized by intermittent connectivity, long delays and lack of an instantaneous end-to 
end path. In such scenarios, traditional MANET/WMN routing protocols such as AODV or 
OLSR are not practical and perform poorly. Since they fail to establish end-to-end routes, 
they will eventually, after a relatively short period of time, just start to drop packets. 
 
This is the fundamental difference between WMNs and DTNs. Since DTN routing 
protocols implement the store-carry-forward approach, where data is stored in the nodes for 
extended periods of time, in the hope that, due to node mobility, either the destination node is 
directly encountered at some time, or the date can be forwarded to anther DTN router with 
hopefully a good probability of encountering the destination node. 
 
 DTN routing protocols are designed to be as efficient as possible in cases of highly 
sparse networks and intermittent connectivity. As implied by the name, they must be able to 
tolerate long delays and cannot make any connectivity assumptions. All these things 
combined make the design of efficient DTN routing protocol a challenging task. 
 
In the store-carry-forward (SCF) routing approach in DTNs [77], nodes will have to 
buffer the message until they get the opportunity to forward them during any contacts or 
encounters with other nodes. The real challenge is to decide when and how to forward each 
bundle or message, and to which node to forward to when the opportunity arises. Making 
good forwarding decision will increase the probability of message delivery, and will reduce 
the required time, while bad forwarding decision can result in failure to deliver the bundles. 
 
 DTN routing protocols also must take into account the limited resources of nodes, 
such as the buffering capacity of bundle messages, as well as the high unpredictability of 
DTNs. DTN protocols therefore need to integrate an efficient buffer management message 
distribution mechanism. Good routing protocols will wisely distribute their buffer resources 
across multiple nodes; e.g. they move some of the stored bundle message to other nodes in 
order to free up memory, while maintaining the number of message copies in the network. 
 




Generally, there are two basic types of DTN routing protocols as described in [78], 
i.e. replication based and knowledge based protocols. The following discussions will provide 
a brief overview of these two types of DTN protocols. 
3.4.1 Replication Based Protocols (Flooding) 
 As the name suggests, replication based protocols work by making several replicas of 
the original message. Each node will maintain a number of copies of each message and will 
retransmit them when the opportunity arises during encounters with other nodes. The protocol 
will flood the network with the bundle messages and has a very high delivery probability of 
successful message delivery towards the intended destination.. These types of protocols do 
not require global or local knowledge about the network. 
 
 However, this approach has one main drawback, it is a relatively resources hungry 
scheme, mainly due to the high level of redundancy and message duplication. This can result 
in network congestion and can severely degrade overall network performance. It is a 
challenging task to limit this network congestion, while maintaining a high probability of 
message delivery.  Reliability and resource consumption can typically be traded off by 
adjusting the level of message replication, e.g. the number of message copies that are 
forwarded in the network. 
3.4.2 Knowledge (Forwarding) Based Protocols 
Knowledge or Forwarding based approaches generally use fewer network resources 
than the replication based protocols. They require some form of network topology information 
and global/local knowledge of the network to achieve a more targeted message exchange, as 
opposed to the more random approach of flooding based protocols. 
 
Using global and local network information, knowledge based protocols can find the 
best (according to some metric) path towards the intended destination. Therefore, knowledge 
based protocols can be much more efficient in terms of resource usage, and can be more 
scalable. However, one drawback of knowledge based protocols is that they generally do not 
achieve the high delivery probability in a lot of DTN environments that replication based 
protocols can [76].  




3.5 DTN Routing Protocols 
There are a large number of existing routing protocols that are designed for Delay 
Tolerant Networks. There is significant research underway to further develop them for better 
resources efficiency and performance. This section will provide a brief overview of some of 
the key DTN routing protocols. 
3.5.1 Direct Contact 
Direct Contact is one of the simplest techniques in DTN routing. It is the degenerate 
case of a flooding based approach, where the source node simply stores the bundle message 
and waits until it comes into contact with the destination node, and then „directly‟ delivers the 
data via a one-hop transmission. However, since no knowledge of network information is 
needed for any data transmission, this approach is generally considered as flooding based 
approach. It is a simple protocol and consumes minimal resources. 
 
However, this scheme only works if source and destination nodes come into direct 
contact. Obviously, this might take a very long time, or might never happen at all. As a result, 
the protocol has very limited performance in terms message delivery delay and message 
delivery rate in most DTN environments. 
3.5.2 Epidemic Routing 
Epidemic routing [79] is a native flooding based protocol in nature. Nodes will 
continuously replicate and transmit a message across the network whenever nodes encounter 
other nodes that do not already possess a copy of the message. In epidemic routing all nodes 
can be carriers of a message. The basic protocol assumes that each node has unlimited storage 
space and bandwidth and is able to store all the messages transmitted during an encounter 
with other nodes. Nodes only receive a copy of a message if they do not already have a copy.  
 
Epidemic routing maintains a “summary vector” which is a list of message in the 
database. The summary vectors are exchanged between nodes during encounters, and will 
determine which messages are not redundant and are candidates for transmission. Eventually, 
all nodes will receive the message, provided there are a sufficient number of message 
exchanges and an adequate level and type of mobility. Epidemic routing is robust to node or 




network failure since messages keep on propagating throughout the network, providing a high 
degree of redundancy. Messages can be distributed quickly in connected portions of the 
network. In other words, epidemic routing will simply replicate messages to all encountered 
nodes, provided they have never seen the messages before.  Epidemic routing makes no 
assumptions about network topology, mobility patterns, or encounter probabilities. 
 
Generally, epidemic routing can achieve a very high message delivery ratio. However, 
epidemic routing is a relatively resource intensive protocol. It requires large amounts of buffer 
space, bandwidth and power. Messages will continue to be propagated and stored in the 
nodes‟ buffers, even after they have been delivered to the destination, resulting in high level 
of resource consumption. 
3.5.3 Spray and Wait 
Spray and Wait [80] is one of the most widely used and cited DTN routing protocols. 
The protocol aims to lower the overhead by only distributing a limited number of message 
copies. Spray and Wait routing process consist of two different phases, as the name suggests, 
a „Spray‟ phase and a „Wait‟ phase.  
 
When a node wants to send a message, a parameter „k‟ is attached to that message, 
indicating the maximum number of message copies allowed in the network. Nodes deliver or 
“spray” a message copy to k different other nodes, or “relays”. After this is completed, a node 
enters the wait phase, where it simply waits until it encounters the destination node for that 
message, and can successfully deliver it.  
 
Compared to epidemic routing, the spray and wait protocol limits the overhead by 
limiting the level of redundancy of message propagation in the network. The level of message 
distribution and redundancy can be controlled via the parameter k, by trading off routing 
overhead versus performance, i.e. delivery probability. 
 
One drawback of the Spray and Wait protocol is that relay nodes can only deliver a 
message in the wait phase when they directly encounter the destination node, and hence it 
relies on a high degree of node mobility. 




3.5.4 Spray and Focus 
Spray and Focus [81] is a modified version of Spray and Wait. The main limitation of 
the Spray and Wait protocol is that it only allows a maximum of two hops to deliver a bundle 
message.  
 
Similar to Spray and Wait, Spray and Focus has two phases, the „Spray‟ phase and the 
„Focus‟ phase. The „Spray‟ phase is similar as in Spray and Wait routing. In the Focus phase, 
rather than only delivering messages to destination nodes directly via direct one-hop 
transmission, relay nodes can also forward a single message copy to another relay node, 
according to a specific utility based criterion [81], which is based on a set of timers which 
record the time since the two nodes last encountered each other. 
 
Spray and Focus was designed to increase the delivery probability of the Spray and 
Wait routing scheme, while minimally increasing the overhead. 
3.5.5 MaxProp Routing 
MaxProp Routing [82] is a flooding based protocol designed for vehicle based DTNs. 
In MaxProp, in the event of a carrier node encountering another node, all messages not yet 
sent to that contact node will be replicated and transferred. The key contribution of MaxProp 
is in determining which messages are to be transmitted first, and which one are to be dropped. 
For this, the protocol maintains an ordered queue, with the order based on the estimated 
probability of a future path to the given destination. 
 
Each node maintains a vector with these path likelihoods, and the corresponding 
values are updated based on node encounters and successful path establishments. MaxProp 
uses Djikstra‟s algorithm to calculate the entire path from node to node using the path 
likelihoods.  
 
MaxProp also uses acknowledgements for every successfully delivered message. 
These acknowledgements will help flushing out any redundant message from the network, so 
buffer space in DTN nodes can be freed and more optimally used. With these approaches, 
MaxProp can significantly increase the message delivery rate and at the same time reduce the 
network latency and overhead. 




3.5.6 Probabilistic Routing Protocol Using History of Encounters and Transitivity 
(PROPHET) 
PROPHET routing [83] is a probability based routing protocol that uses past node 
encounters to determine the likelihood of a node to meet destination nodes in the future. In 
PROPHET, during node encounters, a carrier of a message will evaluate the probability of the 
encountered nodes (potential carriers) to directly meet the final destination of the message. If 
the probability of a potential carrier is higher than a certain threshold (set by the protocol) or 
higher than the probability of the current carrier itself, the message will be delivered to that 
new carrier. The current node that transferred the message does not need to delete the 
message after sending it, provided there it still has enough buffer space available. The reason 
being is that the forwarding node may still encounter a better node in the future, i.e. one with 
a higher delivery probability, or even the destination node itself. This will improve the 
delivery ratio of the message. 
 
Routing in PROPHET was designed for better resources utilization compared to 
Epidemic routing, which is quite a resource hungry protocol. The PROPHET protocol is 
specified in an IETF draft [84] and is maintained by the Delay Tolerant Networking Research 
Group (DTNRG) [85]. It has been evaluated in real world situations such as Sami Network 
Connectivity (SNC) [86], which is the network of the Saami nomadic tribe, which is the rural 
population in the remote Swedish Lapland and currently being monitored and developed by 
EU research grouped called Networking for Communications challenged Communities (N4C) 
[87]. 
3.5.7 Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN (RAPID) 
RAPID (Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN routing) is a DTN routing 
protocol proposed in [88]. It is a replication based flooding protocol aiming at improving 
performance of DTNs based by optimising a particular performance metric such as worst-case 
delivery delay or the packet delivery ratio within a given deadline. 
 
RAPID considers DTN routing as a resource allocation problem, based on a utility 
function, which determines how packets are replicated and forwarded in the networks. 
 




The protocol considers network resources such as buffer storage and bandwidth before 
transmitting any bundle message. This is a crucial and critical decision, especially if the 
network is very resource limited. 
3.5.8 Bubble Rap Routing (BBR) 
 Bubble Rap Routing (BRR) [91] is a social-based forwarding protocol for DTNs, 
particularly aimed at „Pocket Switched Networks‟ (PSNs), consisting of mobile devices 
carried by people, such as smart phones, and making use of human mobility. BRR tries to 
exploit the nature of human mobility to improve the network performance. To achieve this, is 
introduces to social metrics which form the basis for making forwarding decisions. 
 
The protocol has two basic ideas and intuitions. First, people have varying roles and 
popularities in society, and these can be assumed to be true also in a „Pocket Switched 
Networks‟. Secondly, people form communities in their social lives, and this also expected to 
be observed in the network. These social concepts are reflected in the BBR protocol via two 
social metrics, Community and Centrality, which form the basis for forwarding decisions. In 
BRR, messages „bubble‟ up and down the „social hierarchy‟, based on the community and 
centrality metrics, which are calculated based on local and global information. 
 
 The implementation of Bubble Rap routing is based from the study of real human 
movement traces. The authors of [91] have shown that based on real human mobility traces, 
BRR routing has better forwarding efficiency than PROPHET routing.  
 
Each node in BRR belongs to at least one community, even a single node can be 
considered as a community. One drawback of BRR is that it is not easily applicable in 
scenarios of fast node mobility. For example, in vehicular networks, community is not a 
clearly definable metric and may not be suitable for more random networks. 
3.6 Summary 
DTN (or opportunistic networks) provide a special set of characteristics and 
challenges for designing routing protocols, compared to other wireless multi-hop networks 
such as WMNs and MANETs. The key difference is that the network is assumed to be 




sparser, with highly intermittent connectivity and generally a lack of end-to-end routes 
available at a single point in time. Consequently, routing and forwarding needs to occur in a 
very different fashion, using a store-carry-forward approach, where message deliver relies 
largely on node mobility, resulting and large end-to-end delivery delays. 
 
This chapter has given a brief overview over a few of the key approaches and 
protocols for DTN routing. All protocols follow the basic store-carry-forward approach, but 
differ in the details how messages are forwarded, and what information is considered to make 
these forwarding and routing decisions. What is common to all of these protocols is that they 
are specifically tailored to the DTN scenarios, and would perform poorly in a WMN or 
MANET scenario, where end-to-end routes are available.  
 
The overarching goal of this thesis is to explore wireless multi-hop protocols that can 
operate across a very wide range of network and deployment scenarios, and can adapt its 
operation based on the specific scenario, and can operate accordingly. Towards this aim, 
Chapter 6 will explore a new protocol that can combine the features of basic DTN routing 
with traditional WMN routing, and provide efficient routing across a wide range of network 
connectivity scenarios, ranging from completely connected WMNs, to highly disconnected 
DTNs at the other end of the spectrum. 
 
The following chapter provides an overview of key related works in regards to 
adaptive wireless multi-hop routing protocols, including work on integration of DTN and 
WMN routing towards the end of the chapter. 




Chapter 4 ROUTING PROTOCOL ADAPTATION - 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
4.1 Overview 
Currently, no single routing protocol can provide optimal performance in the wide 
range of often unpredictable and dynamic deployment scenarios of wireless multi-hop 
networks. The overall aim of this thesis is to explore the potential for protocol tailoring and 
adaptation to such different environments. This chapter provides an overview of relevant 
research in this area. The first part of this chapter considers WMN protocols that aim to adapt 
critical protocol parameters to different network scenarios. 
 
Section 4.2 gives an overview of WMN routing protocol parameters and their impact on 
the network performance, and their potential for adaptation. Section 4.3 provides a more 
detailed overview over of specific adaptive WMN routing protocols where adaptation is done 
via protocol parameter tuning. 
 
The second part of the chapter looks at protocols that adapt protocol operation or 
strategies to different scenarios. Section 4.4 discusses WMN protocols which use different 
basic routing strategies (e.g. proactive vs. reactive) in different parts of the network, or for 
different network scenarios. Finally, Section 4.5 provides a survey of proposals for hybrid 
WMN/DTN protocols, which can operate in both WMN and DTN environments. 
4.2 WMN Protocol Parameters 
An optimal choice of routing protocol parameters can have a significant impact on the 
overall network performance. Some protocol parameters are common across a number of 
WMN protocols. An example is the HELLO interval parameter, defines the frequency in 
which HELLO packets are exchange between neighbouring nodes for establish connectivity 
and potentially link quality between nodes, as discussed in Chapter 2. The HELLO interval 
parameter is used in the AODV, DYMO and OLSR protocols. Some protocol parameters are 
specific to particular protocols, such as the WILLINGNESS parameter in OLSR. 




In this section, we will give a brief overview of a number of studies conducted to 
investigate the protocol parameters impact on the network performance. 
 
There have been a several studies on the impact of the OLSR HELLO Interval on 
network performance. Simulations done in [7], [8] and [10] suggest that there exists a trade 
off between throughput, overhead and power consumption when the HELLO interval 
parameter is „tuned‟ accordingly.  
 
Using a low HELLO interval value (i.e. a high HELLO message frequency) might 
improve the protocol reactivity to link failures (quick detection and fast re-route) and increase 
throughput, but it will have a negative impact on overhead and power consumption [8]. 
Therefore, a suggested adaptive mechanism is to auto-configure the HELLO interval 
parameter based on the link failure frequency (or node speed) in order to improve network 
performance. It has been found that the HELLO interval has no obvious relationship with 
network density [9]. 
 
Similarly for the case of AODV, from the experiments conducted in [6], the authors 
have shown that the HELLO interval parameter in AODV has a high impact on power 
consumption, overhead and network throughput.  Experiments in [6] are also suggesting that 
an auto-configuration mechanism which tunes this parameter based on how dynamic the 
network is, i.e. according to link failure frequency, has the potential to increase network 
performance. 
 
Maintaining an active route is one of the important features of a routing protocol. In 
contrast to proactive protocols, reactive WMN routing protocols such as AODV only 
maintain a routing table entry while the route is actively being used to forward packets 
between source and destination nodes. In AODV, the Active Route Timeout (ART) parameter 
determines after how many seconds since the last successful packet transmission, a routing 
table entry should be maintained [2]. If the active route timeout expires, i.e. if a route is not 
used to forward any packet for ART seconds, the route will be considered invalid. The 
purpose of this is to remove stale routes. From simulations done in [4] and [5], the ART 
parameter has a high impact on key network performance parameters such as the Packet 




Delivery Ratio (PDR), which is the fraction of successfully delivered data packets to the total 
number of packets sent.  
 
When a link breakage caused by a high levels of node mobility become more 
frequent, a greater ART value will degrade the network performance,  since nodes keep 
sending packets via broken and stale routes for an extended period of time. For more stable or 
static networks, a greater value of ART can reduce the routing overhead, since it reduces the 
frequency of frequent new route discoveries. 
 
In OLSR, the parameter called Topology Control (TC) messages are disseminated 
in the network to update nodes regarding any topology changes, and to allow calculation of 
fresh routes. The interval in which these messages are sent is the TC interval. A simulation 
based study has been done that shows that the TC interval has a larger impact on routing 
overhead [10] than the HELLO interval in OLSR, but a smaller impact on route setup time [9] 
than the HELLO interval parameter, and almost negligible effect on throughput [10]. These 
results indicate that there is a potential for parameter adaptation. 
 
There are also non-timing based parameters that control certain aspects of WMN 
routing protocols. For example, in OLSR, the WILLINGNESS parameter is defined as the 
readiness and ability of a node to forward traffic. It is specified in the range of integers from 0 
to 7, with 3 as the default value. A node with WILLINGNESS value of 0 will never be 
selected as a forwarder and a value of 7 means that it will always ready to be selected as a 
packet forwarder. The WILLINGNESS parameter is also important for the selection of MPR 
nodes. A node selected as an MPR will use a lot of resources in particular power.  
 
The WILLINGNESS parameter can be changed adaptively. Small test-bed 
experiments in [11] show that the WILLINGNESS value can be changed based on the level of 
battery lifetime of the mobile devices, to maximise the overall lifetime of the network. 
Additionally, one of the key roles and challenges of WMN routing protocols is to deal with 
link failures and to repair routes in this situation.  
 
AODV has two basic route repair approaches to deal with link failures. Routes can 
either be repaired by re-establishing a new route from scratch starting from the source node 




(Source Repair), or they can be locally repaired by the node that detects the link break along 
the end-to-end path (Local Repair). Local Repair can decrease the cost and time of a route 
repair, and increase overall network performance. 
 
However, in some cases, it can also result in increased path length. It is clear that an 
unsuccessful Local Repair attempt results in additional network overhead and increased time 
required for the route re-establishment. Depending on the situation, Local Repair can result in 
a significant increase or decrease in network performance, compared to Source Repair. 
AODV can be configured to employ different route repair mechanisms, and there have been 
some prior works that have evaluate the different approaches. 
 
The default behaviour in AODV, as discussed in Chapter 2, is to use Source Repair 
if the link break happened close to the source, and to use Local Repair if the link break 
happened closer to the destination node. Simulations done by Pereira et al. [50] showed that 
setting up AODV to always do Local Repair results in better PDR performance than when 
using Source Repair in low traffic volume scenarios. However, Source Repair outperformed 
Local Repair and the default AODV behaviour for networks with relatively high traffic load. 
 
Authors in [51], [52], [53] and [54] have also evaluated the different options of 
local repair and the results have generally shown that for low traffic load, Local Repair is 
better than Source Repair, but for higher load scenarios, doing Local Repair can result in 
better performance. 
4.3 Parameter Adaptive WMN Routing Protocols 
The behaviour and parameters of traditional WMN routing protocols is typically set 
statically at compile time and is not tailored to any particular deployment scenario. However, 
there have been a few proposals for protocols that allow protocol parameters to be adapted to 
the various network environments, such as [12], [13], [39], [40], [41], [43]. . This section will 
give an overview of the key works in this area. Most of these parameter adaptive WMN 
protocols are extensions of traditional WMN routing protocols.  




4.3.1 Adaptive AODV 
Adaptive AODV [39] uses the level of mobility in the network to adapt the HELLO 
message frequency. The idea is that in a more dynamic network topology, more frequent 
HELLO messages will allow to more quickly react to those changes. Node mobility is 
determined by periodically checking the routing table, summing up the new and lost 
neighbours since the last check. The node mobility parameter Nm is defined as follows: 
 
 Nm = Newx + Left   (1) 
 
where  Nm = node mobility 
Newx = number of new neighbours in last measurement interval 
Left =number of neighbours lost during last measurement interval 
 
This mobility metric will be used to decide the value of the HELLO_INTERVAL (HI) 
AODV protocol parameter. Three discrete states of mobility are defined: low, normal and 
high. If the value Nm reaches the threshold value of 5, the HELLO_INTERVAL parameter is 
set 0.75 seconds. If Nm goes below 1, the HELLO_INTERVAL parameter will be set to 1.25 
seconds. Otherwise, the default HELLO_INTERVAL value of standard AODV of 1 second 
will be used. The simulation results in [39] show some improvements in both PDR and packet 
latency when compared to native AODV. 
4.3.2 ARM-DSDV 
ARM-DSDV proposed in [41] aims to adapt the DSDV protocol to networks with 
varying levels of mobility. Similar to Adaptive AODV, it uses the rate of neighbour changes 
as the mobility metric. In particular, the number of changes in the 1-hop neighbourhood 
during the update interval is used. Each node compares its current 1-hop neighbours with the 
1-hop neighbours from the last update interval and counts the number of new and lost 
neighbours. Each mobile node will average the mobility metric of itself and its neighbours 
over a time interval TW-SMOOTH and adjust the routing UPDATE_PERIOD parameter in 
DSDV accordingly. The UPDATE_PERIOD parameter determines the frequency of routing 
updates.  
 




The normalized mobility metric value will be included in the routing-protocol control 
message. The routing update message contains a sender ID, update period and the sender‟s 
mobility metric. Performance comparisons between ARM-DSDV and DSDV presented in 
[41] have shown that ARM-DSDV achieves improved PDR and lower overhead compared to 
DSDV. 
4.3.3 Adaptive OLSR (AOLSR) 
Adaptive OLSR (AOLSR) was proposed in [13] with a mechanism that uses the 
frequency of link breakages to adaptively change the value of the HELLO_INTERVAL and 
WILLINGNESS OLSR protocol parameters. The purpose of AOLSR is to sense link changes 
and adapt the routing behaviour in order to increase the network performance. AOLSR uses 
the number of link breaks as the mobility metric and applies it to OLSR. Each node checks its 
link table every second, and compares the number of symmetric neighbours with the ones 
seen previously. Nodes keep records of link breaks over intervals of three seconds. AOLSR 
defines 3 states: Default, Fast-Response and Fast-OLSR. When the number of link breaks 
reaches an upper threshold, a node will change its HELLO_INTERVAL to the 
FAST_HELLO_INTERVAL value of 1 second.  It will change back to Default if the monitored 
link breaks are equal or less than a lower threshold LOWER_LINKBREAKS (set to 1) for three 
consecutive measurement intervals. 
 
A node in Default mode changes to Fast-Response when it receives a fast hello 
message from its neighbour, indicating that at least one of its neighbours is in Fast-OLSR 
mode, but not the node itself. A node will change back to Default mode when it no longer has 
a Fast-OLSR neighbour or it will change to Fast-OLSR mode the same way as in Default 
mode. The mode changing mechanism of AOLSR is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
 
AOLSR will not just adapt the HELLO_INTERVAL value based on its mobility metric, 
but it also changes OLSR‟s WILLINGNESS parameter, which is important for the selection 
of MPR nodes. Based on the simulation results presented in [13], AOLSR performed better 
than OLSR in terms of PDR.  
  
 





Figure 4.1: Mode switching in AOLSR [13] 
4.3.4 Mobility Adaptive Self-Parameterization (MASP) 
MASP proposed in [43] uses a mobility metric called MANET Relative Velocity 
Indicator (MARVIN) to measure the relative mobility of nodes in the network. The MARVIN 
metric is computed based on the number of changes in the 1-hop neighbourhood of a node 
and a weighted number of neighbours (history of previous number of 1-hop neighbours), 
where the individual weight of each neighbour is based on the time since the last packet was 
received from this neighbour. From the calculated value of MARVIN will be mapped onto 
suitable OLSR routing protocol parameters, i.e. the HELLO_INTERVAL and TC_INTERVAL 
parameters. 
4.3.5 Link Availability Prediction AODV (PAODV) 
The authors in [12] have developed a method to dynamically adapt the Hello Interval 
(HI) parameter of the AODV protocol according to the network topology, and named it Link 
Availability Prediction AODV (PAODV). The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where R is 
the transmission range. The example on the left shows a network with nodes relatively far 
away from the source node in the centre, indicated in red. Since these nodes are on the edge of 
the transmission range, they are likely to move out of range, resulting in a change in topology. 




For this potentially highly dynamic scenario, it makes sense to send HELLO messages with a 
high frequency, in order to be able to detect topology changes quickly. 
 
 The scenario on the right in Figure 4.2 is more stable, since all nodes are well within 
the transmission range of the source node, and hence the topology is more stable. In this case, 
a higher value of the Hello Interval parameter can be used. The authors propose to use GPS in 
order to determine the location of nodes. Based on this information, a prediction of the link 
lifetime can be estimated according to the method proposed in[25]. The Hello Interval value 
is largely determined by the link with shortest lifetime period and is given as 
 
HI (i) = min{TL(i, j)}    (2)  
 
Where j= size of neighbour set of node i 
 
where TL(i, j) is the predicted lifetime of the link between node i and its neighbour j. 
 
However, this approach has several drawbacks. The requirement of each node to have 
GPS installed inside will increase the cost and battery consumption of nodes. Furthermore, 
GPS will perform poorly in indoors areas where the GPS signal is effectively „shielded‟, 













Figure 4.2: MASP Network Topology Scenarios [12] 
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4.3.6 Adaptive Hello Rate (AHR) 
Similar to Adaptive AODV, Adaptive Hello Rate (AHR) proposed in [40] aims to 
adapt the HELLO_INTERVAL (HI) parameter depending on network conditions.  AHR 
defines two mobility levels: low and high. This is determined via the Time to Link Failure 
(TLF) and Time Without Link Changes (TWC) parameters. TLF is defined as the estimated 
lifetime of a link, and TWC is defined as the time difference between the last link change in 
the routing table of a node and the current time.  
 
AHR by default will be in the low dynamic state with the HELLO_INTERVAL 
parameter set to AODV‟s default value of 1second. If the estimated TLF parameter is lower 
than a defined threshold value called, it will be changed to the high dynamic state, with the 
HELLO_INTERVAL parameter set to 0.2 seconds. The protocol will revert back to the low 
dynamic state if the measured TWC parameter becomes greater than a given threshold value. 
Simulation results in [40] show an improved network bandwidth of 5-10% over standard 
AODV. 
4.3.7 Summary of Parameter Adaptive WMN Routing Protocols 
Table 4.1 summarizes the key properties of the discussed adaptive routing protocols; 
in particular the table shows the measured or estimated network condition which forms that 
basis for protocol adaptation. We see that all protocols use the level of mobility as a measure 
how dynamic the network topology is, as a basis for parameter adaptation. Most protocols use 
frequency of 1-hop neighbour changes as an estimator of mobility, but node location and 
speed is also used.  
All protocols, with the exception of ARM, adapt the HELLO_INTERVAL parameter, 
common to both the AODV and OLSR protocols. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of Parameter Adaptive WMN Protocols 
 
4.4 WMN Routing Strategy Adaptation 
The previous section gave an overview of approaches to adapt specific protocol 
parameters to different network conditions, in particular the level of node mobility. This 
section looks at a different type of protocol adaptation, i.e. where different routing approaches 
or strategies are employed, for different regions or types of networks. Most of these protocols 
can be considered as hybrid routing protocols, since they combine two types of routing 
approaches, e.g. proactive and reactive [14], [42], [44], [45]. 
 
These protocols use different routing strategies in different regions or at different 
times in the same network. For instance, such strategy adaptive or hybrid protocols may 
benefit from forming clusters of nodes within the same network and applying different 
routing schemes for communications within and outside the clusters, or adapt the frequency 




and size of the routing updates according to network conditions. In the following, we will 
discuss key examples of this type of WMN routing protocol research proposals. 
4.4.1 SHARP 
SHARP [14] is a hybrid routing protocol that combines both proactive and reactive 
routing. It adapts between reactive and proactive routing by dynamically varying the amount 
of routing information shared proactively. SHARP also considers application requirements 
when deciding on which routing strategy to use. 
 
SHARP defines two zones, proactive and reactive zones, which are determined by the 
zone radius. Nodes in the proactive zone will use a TORA based proactive routing protocol, 
while nodes in reactive zone will use the reactive AODV protocol for route discovery. 
Basically, proactive zones are created automatically around destination nodes and the size of 
the radius of the zone is determined by the amount of incoming data traffic and the level of 
mobility in the network. Destination nodes that receive a large number of data packets will be 
called a „favourite destination‟ and will have a large proactive zone radius. Destination nodes 
with little or no data traffic will have a small or no proactive zone, and consequently rely on 
pure reactive routing.  
 
As the zone radius increases, the routing overhead will also increase, which is not 
surprising, since a proactive protocol has more overhead than reactive protocols. In addition 
to calculating the number of data packets it receives, a destination node also estimates the loss 
rate in the network from the count of the data packet sent and delay jitter.  
 
These results of routing overhead, delay jitter and loss rate will influence which of the 
routing strategies supported in SHARP is being used. The three routing strategies in SHARP 
are: minimal packet Overhead SHARP (SHARP-PO) for power and bandwidth constrained 
networks, targeted loss rate SHARP (SHARP-LR) for loss sensitive application such as TCP, 
and targeted delay jitter (SHARP-DJ) for multimedia applications. Simulation results show 
that SHARP performs well in networks with high mobility when compared to AODV, but has 
slightly higher overhead in low mobility networks [14]. 




4.4.2 Chameleon (CML) 
Chameleon (CML) [44] is a hybrid routing protocol combining the features of AODV 
and OLSR. It is an adaptive hybrid protocol specifically designed for multimedia 
communications in emergency response scenarios. CML adapts its routing behaviour 
according to the size of the network. The hybrid protocol has three modes of operation which 
are proactive, reactive and oscillation mode. The system will operate in proactive mode 
(denoted as p-phase) if the network size is less than 10 nodes, and will switch to reactive 
mode (denoted as r-phase) for a network size of more than 10 nodes.  
 
When a node detects an increase in the network size beyond 10 nodes, while it is in p-
phase, the protocol will not directly go to r-phase, but will go to the oscillation mode first for 
a fixed period of time. If after this time, the network size is still larger than 10, the protocol 
will move to r-phase. While in oscillation mode, the protocol still operates as it would in p-
phase. The aim of this approach is to avoid oscillations between the r-phase and p-phase of 
the protocol. Note that, when a change of phase happens, a node will send a special packet 
called CML Change Phase (CLM-CP) packet to inform other neighbours that a phase change 
is taking place in the node. Simulations in [49] show that CML has lower jitter than AODV 
and OLSR, but has a slightly higher packet loss rate than AODV for larger networks. 
4.4.3 Way Point Routing (WPR) 
Way Point Routing (WPR) [45] is a hybrid-type hierarchical routing protocol, which 
maintains a hierarchy only for active routes. A number of intermediate nodes on a route are 
selected as way points and the route is divided into segments byway points. WPR is a 
combination of the DSR and AODV protocols, called DSR over AODV (DOA). 
 
 Nodes selected as a waypoint node will use DSR while other nodes will use AODV as 
their routing protocol (intra-segment routing uses AODV, inter-segment routing uses DSR). 
Waypoint nodes divide a route into segments. In that way, a network can improve its 
scalability. It is also adaptive to the level node mobility (relatively) by monitoring the number 
of link breaks. If nodes move slowly, indicated via no or a small number of link breaks, the 
network will have longer segments, in terms of number of hops per segment. Simulation 
results on PDR and end-to-end delay show that WPR can outperform both AODV and DSR. 
 




4.4.4 Adaptive Distance Vector (ADV) 
ADV [42] is a combination of the reactive AODV and proactive DSDV protocols. 
ADV has no explicit route repair mechanism, relying instead on the routing updates to re-
establish broken routes. Unlike the periodic updates in the traditional distance vector 
protocols, ADV routing updates are triggered adaptively in response to network load and 
topology changes. Routing overhead is reduced by varying the size (full or partial updates) 
and frequency of routing updates in response to traffic and node mobility.  
 
The mobility of the network, as seen by a node, is determined by the number of 
neighbour changes observed by the node in its 1-hop neighbourhood in a period of a fixed 
number of full updates. The number of nodes going out of the 1-hop range can be determined 
by the number of broken links, whereas those coming into range can be determined when an 
update is received from a neighbour whose metric is more than 1 (hop distance). If the 
number of neighbour changes exceeds a pre-set number, the node categorizes the network as 
HIGH_SPEED and as a LOW_SPEED network otherwise.  
 
Some performance comparisons with DSDV, AODV and DSR have been done using 
the ns-2 simulator. It has been shown that ADV performs better than these 3 protocols in 
terms of overhead and latency. In terms of the PDR performance; ADV has an equivalent 
performance to AODV, and outperforms DSR and DSDV. The improvement of ADV is 
significant and more noteworthy when the node mobility is high. 
4.4.5 Summary of Strategy Adaptive WMN Routing Protocols 
Table 4.2 summarizes the key properties of each of the strategy adaptive (hybrid) 
WMN routing protocols discussed in this sub-section. The table lists in the second column the 
base protocols that form the basis of the adaptive protocol. The third column lists the network 
parameters that form the basis for making the protocol adaptation decisions, and column four 
mentions the key adaptation technique employed by the protocol. 
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Table 4.2: Routing Strategy Adaptive (hybrid) WMN Protocols 
4.5 Hybrid WMN/DTN Routing Protocols 
So far we have discussed the adaptive WMN protocols that are used in traditional 
WMN environments, where (almost) constant end-to-end connectivity between source and 
destination nodes is assumed. At the other end of the spectrum are DTN routing protocols, 
which assume a network with very intermittent connectivity. In the real world, there is more 
likely to be a continuum of connectivity, rather than a „bimodal‟ one. One of the contributions 
of this thesis, discussed in Chapter 6, is to explore a new protocol that can operate efficiently 
in wireless multi-hop networks with a wide range of connectivity characteristics. This section 
gives an overview of the (limited) related works in this area; in particular of hybrid routing 
protocols can operate both in WMN and DTN environments.   
4.5.1 Context Aware Routing (CAR) 
 Context Aware Routing or CAR [94] is a combination of a forwarding based DTN and 
the end-to-end connectivity based DSDV protocols. It was developed for scenarios where 
future movement or node connectivity is completely unknown and no geographical location 
information of any host is available. CAR‟s algorithm is built on the assumption that the only 
information a node has about its position is logical connectivity. Another assumption of 




CAR‟s protocol is that any node present in the network will cooperate with each other to 
deliver the message. The choice of the best carrier is based on the evaluation of „context‟ 
information available in the network. This can include a range of parameters, such as node 
mobility, battery level, node co-location and many more. 
 
 The transmission process of bundle messages depends on the destination node, and 
whether it is present in the same connected part of the network.  If a destination node happens 
to be in the same connected network part of the network as the source node, and end-to-end 
path is instantaneously available, the message is transmitted using a „synchronous‟ protocol to 
determine this end-to-end route. The end-to-end routing protocol used in CAR is DSDV. If 
delivery fails in the synchronous mode, the protocol switches to DTN node, and the best 
carrier is selected within the same network „region‟, i.e. the one that is considered as having 
the highest chance of successful delivery. The message is sent to one or more of these carrier 
nodes, using the underlying synchronous scheme. Delivery probabilities are synthesised 
locally from local context information. As mentioned before, context is defined as a set of 
parameters such as connectivity change rate of a node or energy level that shows the ability of 
nodes to remain „alive‟ to deliver the message.  
 
Since DSDV is the proactive end-to-end protocol used in CAR, every node will 
periodically send both normal DSDV control message, as well as context information. When 
a node in range receives such a message, it will update its routing table accordingly.  
 
For DTN routing, CAR only uses a single carrier, rather than a set of carriers. If a node 
is selected as a carrier, it will receive that message and it will be stored in its local message 
buffer.  CAR requires each node to calculate its delivery probability for each destination node, 
based on direct observations and encounters, as well as range of indirect context information 
and attributes. The main task of CAR is to measure, disseminate and combine these attributes. 
These set of attributes, called „utilities‟, is calculated using multi-criteria decision theory. A 
utility is associated with each context attribute. From that, utilities are then combined using a 
weighting function.  
 




In [94], authors tested this approach with two sets of attributes: co-location with 
destination node, and change of degree of connectivity. CAR uses time series analysis using 
Kalman Filters to predict the network and connectivity conditions. 
 
 CAR has several limitations. Firstly, it only uses a single carrier for messages in the 
store-carry-forward DTN mode, which can result in a relatively low probability of message 
delivery, since the carrier may never encounter the destination node, or might remove the 
message if its message buffer is full. Secondly, CAR is based on the DSDV protocol, which 
has shown to perform poorly in mobile networks, even with the moderate levels of mobility 
[95], due to its slow response to the link breaks.  
4.5.2 Hybrid MANET-DTN (HYMAD) 
The HYMAD protocol [96] combines both traditional MANET protocols with a DTN 
approach by dividing nodes into several disjoint groups of fully connected MANETs. These 
groups will exchange data with each other. In this environment, intra-group communication, 
i.e. between nodes within the group, will be achieved via MANET routing. In particular, a 
proactive distance vector routing mechanism, similar to DSDV, is used to achieve a mesh-like 
connectivity in this mode. 
 
 For each group, at least one „border node‟ is selected to communicate with other 
border nodes of different groups. Border nodes use a special flag in control messages to 
declare their existence and to allow discovery by other border nodes. In HYMAD, 
communication between groups is done via communication via borders nodes. This is done in 
DTN mode using Spray-and-Wait DTN routing. 
 
 Group re-formation may be needed if disconnections happen between intra-group 
nodes. In that case, border nodes will be re-elected to reflect the new network conditions. 
HYMAD introduces the parameter Dmax, which is defined as a group diameter, representing 
the maximum number of hops allowed to reach any node of a group from any other node of 
the group. When routes are lost due to mobility or other causes, packets will be buffered 
rather than dropped, and will be handled appropriately according to the Spray and Wait DTN 
routing mechanism. 
 




 Authors show in [96] that HYMAD can outperform native Spray and Wait routing in 
terms of Delay and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is some, but not all considered mobility 
pattern scenarios. It is also shown that the performance of HYMAD is strongly dependent on 
the timer values of the control plane messages. HYMAD is a relatively complex protocol, 
mainly due to its group formation and border node selection mechanism, which also imposes 
significant overhead. 
4.5.3 Integrating DTN and AODV Routing 
The authors of [97] have also attempted to integrate DTN and MANET routing, but 
did not give their protocol a particular name. The decision about DTN versus MANET 
routing is made at the source node, after an attempt to discover and end-to-end route using 
standard AODV routing. If an end-to-end route can be established, and it is expected to be 
stable for the duration of its use, MANET end-to-end routing is used. Otherwise, the source 
node switches to DTN routing, using either Epidemic or Spray and Wait. 
 
DTN capable nodes are predetermined in the network, and discovered during the 
AODV route discovery process. During the AODV route discovery process nearby nodes 
which are capable of DTN routing are discovered. 
 
 The limitations of this approach are as follows. First, DTN routing is only available at 
certain pre-determined nodes, which can limit the delivery ratio of „bundle message‟ in DTN 
mode. Secondly, if a source node decides to use an end-to-end route for communication, and 
this route fails, there is no way to immediately switch to DTN mode and save in-transit 
packets. Instead, the communication needs to be completely re-established from the source 
node. 
4.5.4 Native OLSR for Mobile Ad-Hoc and Disrupted Networks (NOMAD) 
 NOMAD has been proposed in [98] as a routing protocol for tactical military 
networks. NOMAD operates as proactive (synchronous) OLSR protocol in the presence of 
end-to-end paths, but it can transition into an asynchronous DTN mode when required. 
NOMAD consists of two basic components; a disruption-aware routing protocol (layer 3) 
based on OLSR, and a caching mechanism for packets or bundle messages, operating at a 
higher layer. 




NOMAD introduces the concept of real and imaginary routes. Real routes are based 
on information from normal OLSR Topology Control (TC) messages. Imaginary routes are 
constructed based on information from a new type of TC messages, which inform nodes about 
the fact that destination nodes are disrupted, i.e. can no longer be reached via an end-to-end 
route. When a node looses a link to a one-hop neighbour, nodes on both sides of the disrupted 
link act as a proxy cache for messages in the store-carry-forward (DTN) mode. These nodes 
are called DTN Selectors. Since the disruption might involve more than a single link break, 
NOMAD recursively checks the topology dependency to make sure all nodes impacted on by 
the disruption are handled by the DTN Selector. The role of DTN Selector nodes is similar to 
MPR nodes in OLSR. They generate TC messages, flagged as imaginary, to signal they are 
DTN enabled and will forward DTN messages for the disrupted network. Routing and 
forwarding in DTN mode is based on the closeness of nodes, i.e. NOMAD makes the 
assumption that if a node has been closer to a destination node in terms of its real route, it has 
a higher probability to deliver the message via the imaginary route in DTN mode. When the 
end-to-end route is re-established, the new real route is propagated via new TC messages. 
 
Simulation based performance evaluations were done in [98] for specific tactical 
combat scenarios, and the performance of NOMAD protocol was compared to the 
performance of both OLSR and AODV protocols. NOMAD achieves improved performance 
over both of these MANET protocols in the considered scenarios. 
 
NOMAD makes a strong assumption that a disconnected node will eventually be 
connected back to the network. However, this can generally not be assumed. It has relatively 
basic and DTN routing capabilities, with only a single copy of a message being forwarded. 
Furthermore, it has been tailored to specific tactical military scenarios, and it is not clear how 
it performs in more general scenarios, topologies and mobility patterns.  
4.5.5 Store & Forward BATMAN (SF-BATMAN) 
 An extension to the BATMAN MANET routing protocol [115] has recently been 
proposed in [100], to extend the protocols use in DTN environments. 
 
The basic BATMAN protocol establishes routes by each node regularly broadcasting 
so called Originator Messages (OGMs), which are forwarded in the entire network. Unlike in 




traditional link state protocols, the OGM messages do not contain any link information, and 
nodes do not have a global topology view and therefore do not compute end-to-end paths. 
When trying to send a packet to a destination node, the sending node will select the neighbour 
as the next hop, via which it has received the most OGM messages (with the destination node 
as origin) over a given time interval. 
 
SF-BATMAN makes minimal extensions to the proactive BATMAN protocol to add a 
basic store-carry-forward capability. If a packet cannot be successfully sent to the next hop 
neighbour, as per routing table, the protocol stores the packet in a special buffer, instead of 
dropping it as the basic BATMAN protocol would. SF-BATMAN then regularly iterates over 
all the packets in this buffer, and tries to send them. Packets are forwarded to nodes in DTN 
mode based on packet delivery probability, which is based on the time a node had last contact 
with the destination node. 
 
SF-BATMAN only forwards a single copy of the message and therefore has limited 
delivery probability in networks with high levels of disruptions. The simulation results shown 
in [100], show a maximum improvement over native BATMAN of a maximum of around 
15% in the considered scenario. 
4.5.6 Delay Tolerant – Dynamic MANET on Demand Routing (DT-DYMO) 
 In [101] a hybrid routing scheme composed of the DYMO MANET protocol and the 
PROPHET DTN routing protocol. When a source node wants to deliver a packet to a 
destination node, a normal DYMO route discovery mechanism is started. If a route is 
successfully established, the packet is delivered as per the native DYMO protocol. In case the 
route discovery fails, a message carrier node is selected, to which the packet is then 
forwarded using end-to-end routing. The selection of the message carrier is based on the 
likelihood of it having contact with the destination node. This information is gathered during 
the route discovery process, where nodes which are not the destination node, but are in 
frequent contact with the destination node, also respond to corresponding route requests. The 
message carrier then delivers the message via point-to-point handovers, to next hops with the 
highest delivery probability. The calculation of these probabilities is similar to the one used in 
the PROPHET DTN routing protocol. 
 




The DT-DYMO protocol has a couple of limitations. Firstly, the dissemination of 
delivery probability information via beacon messages incurs a significant overhead. Secondly, 
one transmission of a packet has switched to DTN mode, the protocol does not seem to 
support a switch back to end-to-end mode, and continues delivery of a packet in DTN mode, 
even if a message carrier with an end-to-end route to the destination node is encountered. 
4.5.7 Summary of Hybrid WMN/DTN Routing Protocols 
Table 4.3 summarizes the key properties of Hybrid WMN-DTN protocol discussed above. 
 
Protocol Carrier Node Selection Key Features 
CAR 
Based on delivery probability, calculated 
from context information such as rate of 
connectivity change and energy level 
 
Only single carrier node is selected. 
 
HYMAD 
Each group selects a „border node‟ for intra-
group communication via DTN routing. 
Networks are grouped into several segments, 
intra-group communication uses DSDV 
routing, inter-group communication is based 




DTN routers are pre-configured in the 
network. 
Non DTN nodes will use standard AODV 
routing (not all nodes are DTN capable). 
NOMAD 
DTN selector nodes are selected at position 
where network segments are disconnected. 
DTN selector will send information about 




Based on the delivery probability, calculated 
from the last time a node had contact with 
destination node. 




Based on likelihood of having contact with 
destination node, established during 
extended DYMO route discovery process. 
Delivery probability calculation based on the 
approach used in PROPHET DTN routing 
protocol. 
 
Table 4.3: Hybrid WMN and DTN Protocol Comparison 
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Chapter 5 IMPACT OF ROUTING STRATEGIES AND 
PARAMETERS ON NETWORK PERFORMANCE 
5.1 Overview 
Wireless multi-hop networks can be deployed in a wide range of scenarios, with 
widely differing network characteristics, such as network size, topology, node density, 
mobility and connectivity pattern, traffic pattern, etc. In addition, network characteristics can 
by dynamic and change significantly over time. There is no single routing protocol that can 
perform optimally in all these situations. In addition, these networks are often dynamic and 
their characteristics can evolve significantly over time. 
 
This chapter explores how the choice of protocol mechanisms and protocol parameters 
impacts on the network performance for a range of wireless multi-hop network scenarios. The 
overarching aim is to work towards protocols that are tailored and adapted to their respective 
deployment scenario. In particular, this chapter investigates a parameterised route repair 
mechanism in AODV, and explores how the choice of the Local Repair threshold parameter, 
which determines the chosen route repair strategy, impacts on the overall network 
performance. 
 
Furthermore, explores how the choice of different key routing protocol parameters 
such as the HELLO interval, as well as other protocol mechanisms, such as link break 
detection, affect the network performance. This evaluation is done for the following 
protocols: AODV, DYMO (AODVv2), OLSR and HWMP.  Finally, the performance of 
OLSR is studied for networks with different node densities and levels of connectivity. These 
evaluations are based on simulation based experiment using the widely used ns-2 [57] discrete 
event network simulator. 
5.2 Simulation Environment 
As mentioned, the evaluations in this chapter are largely based on quantitative discrete 
event simulation results. Given the wide range of network scenarios that have been considered 
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in this (and the following) chapter, in terms of scale, mobility patterns, etc., simulation is a 
suitable and experimental platform.  
 
It would have simply been impractical and too resource intensive to attempt to use real 
test-bed experiments for these kinds of evaluations. In addition, simulation provides the 
required repeatability of experiments, and does not suffer from hard to control environmental 
effects, such as external interference for example.  
 
This section gives an overview of the simulation environment that has been used. As 
mentioned, the ns-2 discrete event simulator has been used for all the experiments. In 
particular, the version that was used is ns-2.34. In addition, to simulate mobile wireless 
networks, the mobility extensions developed by the CMU Monarch Project at Carnegie 
Mellon University, known as CMU extension of ns-2 [61], was used. 
 
Ns-2 provides substantial support for a wide range of wireless and WMN protocols, 
such as AODV, TORA, DSR and AODV. For other protocols such as OLSR and DYMO, 
plug-ins are available, such as developed by the MANET Simulation and Implementation 
group at the University of Murcia (MASIMUM) [60].  
 
The ns-2 simulator is written in C++ and a script language called Object Tool 
Command Language (OTcl) is used to define experiments. The outputs of the simulations are 
recorded in a trace file which can be parsed and analysed to extract the relevant performance 
and other relevant parameters. Users can also visualise their simulations via a program called 
Network Animator (NAM), which is part of ns-2.  
 
A high level overview of the process of running a simulation in ns-2 using the 
CMU the mobility extensions is shown in Figure 5.1. Basically, the process involves 
generating the following input files to ns: 
 
i) A mobility file that describes the movement pattern of the nodes 
ii) A communication file that describes the traffic pattern 
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These files are then used to trigger events in the simulation run. As output, a trace file is 
generated with detailed information about the simulation events and results. Prior to the 
simulation, the parameters that are going to be traced during the simulation must be selected. 
The trace file is then scanned and analysed for the various relevant parameters. In this thesis,  
Awk and Perl scripts are used for this purpose. Finally, relevant performance parameters can 






















Figure 5.1: ns-2 Simulation Process Overview 
 
 
Before simulations are being carried out, network parameters to be varied and 
performance parameters to be measured need to be determined. In our evaluations, two key 
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network characteristics that are varied are network topology (mobility patterns), and the 
network load: 
 
Mobility – This is obviously one of the most important characteristic of mobile wireless 
networks. The level of mobility determines the network topology and level of network 
connectivity. In this thesis, both the ns-2 built-in topology generator, as well as the 
BonnMotion [104] mobility generator we used. 
 
Network Load – Network load in our experiments can be characterized by three key 
parameters: packet size, number of flows and the packet sending rate. The traffic file is 
generated using the CMU ns-2 extensions, as previously mentioned. 
 
The key performance metric that is used in this thesis, and in most related studies, is 
the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). The PDR is defined as the number of data packets that are 
successfully received, divided by the number of total data packets sent. Further metrics such 
as routing overhead and end-to-end delay are also considered, in particular in the following 
chapters. For experiments using random mobility models, it is important to run simulations 
multiple times to achieve some degree of statistical confidence about the results. If not 
indicated otherwise, these we use 50 simulation runs for these experiments, and the 90% 
confidence intervals are shown in the relevant graphs. 
 
The following section discusses how this simulation environment has been used to 
explore different route repair strategies in the AODV routing protocol, and a range of network 
scenarios. 
5.3 Parameterised Route Repair in AODV 
A critical aspect of any WMN routing protocol is how it deals with route breaks, and how 
it recovers and repairs the route. This is particularly relevant for more dynamic network 
topologies. In this section, we investigate route repair strategies in AODV.  
 
More specifically, the performed simulation experiments aim to provide a comparative 
study between the Local Repair and Source Repair route repair strategies used in AODV, 
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under different degrees of mobility and network load.We explore a flexible, parameterised 
approach for this decision making process. We consider a range of threshold parameter values 
for different network scenarios, in particular for different levels of network load. Our 
simulation results clearly show that a decision making process about route repair strategies 
that is more flexible and adaptive to the level of network load, can lead to a significant 
performance improvement. We will first start with reviewing the standard route repair 
approach employed in AODV. Then we discuss our evaluation of a parameterised route repair 
strategy. 
5.3.1 AODV Route Repair 
 There are two basic approaches in which AODV can deal with a route and link break. 
In the first approach, the node that detects the link break sends a Route Error (RERR) 
message back to the source, which triggers the source node to initiate a new route discovery 
process and to establish a new route to the destination node from scratch. We will refer to this 
approach as Source Repair.  
 
 Alternatively, the node upstream of the link break can initiate a Local Repair 
mechanism, by locally initiating a route discovery for the destination node via broadcasting a 
corresponding RREQ message. For the duration of this process, data packets for the 
destination node should be buffered at the repairing node. If the Local Repair attempt is 
successful, the node initiating the repair will receive a RREP within the fixed amount of time 
(discovery period), providing a new path to the destination, and communication can resume. 
The scope of the RREQ messages sent as part of a Local Repair is limited via setting their 
TTL values accordingly. In case the Local Repair attempt is not successful, i.e. no valid 
RREP message is received in response to the RREQ, the repairing node will revert back to the 
Source Repair mechanism, by sending a RERR message back to the source node. 
 
 Local Repair can decrease the cost and time of a route repair, and increase overall 
network performance. However, in some cases, it can also result in increased path length. It is 
clear that an unsuccessful Local Repair attempt results in additional network overhead and 
increased time required for the route re-establishment. Depending on the situation, Local 
Repair can result in a significant increase or decrease in network performance, compared to 
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Source Repair. This provides the motivation for us to investigate how the decision regarding 
which route repair mechanism to employ can be improved. 
 
 AODV supports Local Repair. The decision regarding when it is invoked is based on 
the MAX_REPAIR_TTL parameter. The rule is as follows. Local Repair is invoked if the 
destination node is no farther than MAX_REPAIR_TTL hops away from the place where the 
link break occurred, otherwise Source Repair is chosen [2]. The MAX_REPAIR_TTL 
parameter is defined as follows: 
 
MAX_REPAIR_TTL = 0.3 * NET_DIAMETER  (3) 
 
 The default value for the NET_DIAMETER parameter is 35 [2]. This means that 
standard AODV chooses to do Local Repair if the link breaks happens 10 or fewer hops away 
from the destination node. As a result, AODV will always choose the Local Repair approach, 
for small to medium size networks, with a path length of no more than 11 hops. Our 
simulation results show that this is not always optimal. 
 
 The Dynamic On demand MANET (DYMO) routing protocol [28] is a more recent 
proposal, and its core functionality is largely based on AODV. One of the key differences to 
AODV is that DYMO does not support Local Repair. In case of a link break, irrespective of 
the location of the link break or any other relevant parameters, the route is always re-
established from the source node via the Source Repair mechanism. 
 
In the following, we will explore a more flexible, parameterised approach to making 
the decision regarding which route repair mechanism to invoke, with the ultimate goal of 
increasing the overall network performance. 
5.3.2 Parameterised Local Repair 
 As mentioned above, the behaviour of standard AODV in case of a link break, as 
defined in [2], is to perform Local Repair if the destination node is no more than a fixed 
number of hops from the node that detected the link break, and perform Source Repair in all 
other cases. Rather than having this fixed and absolute threshold as a basis for deciding which 
route repair strategy to choose, we propose to explore a range of thresholds, expressed in 
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relative terms to the total path length. We then investigate what the optimal choice is of this 
threshold for a range of network scenarios. 
 





𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑡 ℎ
  (4) 
 
 
The hop index simply counts the number of hops in a path, starting from the source node. 










Figure 5.2: Route Repair method selection 
 
We define the Local Repair Threshold TLR in terms of the link break location 
parameter, i.e. in terms of how far along the end-to-end path that a link break needs to occur 
in order to initiate Local Repair. For example, a value of TLR = 0.5 means that if a link break 
happens at a link which is more than half way from the source to the destination of a path, 
Local Repair is invoked, otherwise Source Repair is used. Figure 5.2 illustrates how this 
decision is made in general. 
 
 This is further illustrated with two examples shown in Figure 5.3. The examples show 
a 5 hops path between node A (source) and node F (destination). In scenario a) at the top, a 
link break occurs at the second hop, between nodes B and C. In this case, llb = 2/5 = 0.4. In 
scenario b), the link break occurs at the 4th hop, between nodes D and E, with llb = 4/5 = 0.8. 
if llb>TLR 
 Attempt Local Repair 
 if successful 
  resume transmission 
 else 
  perform Source Repair 
else 
 perform Source Repair 
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llb = 0.4 
Scenario b) 
llb = 0.8 
0.00 Local Repair Local Repair 
0.25 Local Repair Local Repair 
0.50 Source Repair Local Repair 
0.75 Source Repair Local Repair 
1.00 Source Repair Source Repair 
 
Table 5.1: Route Repair strategy as a function of TLR 
 
 
 Table 5.1 shows the route repair approach chosen according to our proposed method 
(Figure 4.3), for the two scenarios in Figure 4.4, and for all the five values of TLR considered. 
For TLR = 0, the protocol will always choose the Local Repair option, irrespective of where 
the link break happened. Similarly, for TLR = 1, the chosen route repair strategy will always be 
Source Repair. 




As mentioned above, for small to medium size networks (path length < 11 hops), AODV will 
always choose Local Repair, which corresponds to TLR = 0. In contrast, DYMO will always 
perform Source Repair, corresponding to TLR = 1. 
5.3.3 Performance Evaluation 
 The objective of our experiments is to investigate the performance of route repair 
strategies in AODV with different values of TLR. Using ns-2.33 [57], we simulated 50 mobile 
nodes moving randomly over a rectangular area of size 1500m x 300m. The mobility model 
used is the random waypoint model [58], with a pause time of 0 seconds, and a node speed 
that is uniformly distributed in [min_speed, max_speed]. In our simulations, we used two sets 
of values for min_speed and max_speed, i.e. [5m/s, 15m/s] and [15m/s, 25m/s], resulting in 
average speeds of 10m/s and 20m/s respectively.  
 
 We used constant bit rate (CBR) traffic sources in our simulations. The traffic source 
and destination nodes are static and are placed at both ends of the simulation area, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.4. By varying the number of source-destination node pairs, i.e. active 
data flows, from one to five, and using CBR source rates of 16Kbps and 32Kbps (with a 
packet size of 512 bytes), we investigate the impact of increasing network traffic load on the 
performance of route repair strategies in AODV. The Local Repair Threshold parameter TLR 
is varied from 0 to 1, in steps of 0.25. As mentioned earlier, TLR = 0 corresponds to the 
protocol always choosing the Local Repair option, while TLR = 1 corresponds to always do 
Source Repair. Note that as TLR is increased from 0 to 1.0, the likelihood of the Local Repair 
option being chosen (in the event of a link break) is decreasing. 
 
 











Figure 5.4: Illustration of simulation area (single pair case) 
 
 As the performance metric, we use the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), i.e. the total 
number of data packets received at destination node divided by the total number of data 
packets sent from the source node. For each of the scenarios considered, we performed 30 
simulations runs, and we averaged the results. We include the 90% confidence intervals in our 




Local Repair Threshold TLR 0,  0.25,  0.5,  0.75,  1.0  
Number of nodes 50 
Simulation area 1500m x 300m 
Mobility model Random waypoint 
Node speed (average) 10m/s and 20m/s 
Traffic type Constant bit rate (CBR) 
Traffic source rate 16Kbps and 32 Kbps 
Packet Size 512 bytes 
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Number of flows (src-dst pairs) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
Transmission range 250 meters 
802.11 MAC rate 11Mbps 
RTS/CTS Enabled 
Radio Propagation Model Two-ray ground 
Simulation time 900 seconds 
Number of simulation runs 30 
 
Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters 
5.3.4 Results and Discussions 
 Figure 5.5 shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) results for an increasing network 
load of one, three, and five 16 Kbps CBR flows, i.e. source-destination node pairs. The results 
are shown for average node speeds of 10m/s and 20m/s.As expected, higher node speeds lead 
to generally lower PDR. More interestingly, we see that for varying network loads, different 
route repair strategies (i.e. TLR values) result in the best performance. For a single 16 Kbps 
flow, as shown in Figure 5.5(a), a Local Repair Threshold of TLR = 0, which corresponds to 
always performing Local Repair, achieves the best PDR. Increasing TLR monotonically 
decreases the PDR. The always do Source Repair strategy (TLR = 1) performs worst, with a 
significant margin compared to TLR = 0. 
 
 The situation changes noticeably, when the network load is increased to three and five 
16 Kbps flows, as shown in Figure 5.5(b) and (c). The optimal Local Repair Threshold 
increases with increasing load, with the optimal TLR = 0.25 for three flows and the optimal TLR 
= 0.5 for five active flows. This trend is further illustrated in Figure 5.6, which shows the 
same results as Figure 5.5, but with a rate of 32 Kbps for the CBR flows. While for a single 
32 Kbps flow, TLR = 0 is still the best option, it turns into the worst option by a large margin 
for a network load of three and five flows. For both three and five flows, and both speeds of 
10m/s and 20m/s, the optimal value of TLR is 0.75 in these scenarios. 




Figure 5.5: PDR vs. TLR for 16 Kbps CBR flows 




Figure 5.6: PDR vs. TLR for 32 Kbps CBR Flows 
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 From our results, there does not seem to be an obvious correlation between the level of 
mobility in the network and the optimal value of TLR, and the results for 10 m/s and 20m/s are 
qualitatively very similar. The relationship between the level of network load and the optimal 
value of TLR, in terms of the maximal achievable Packet Delivery Ratio, is summarised in 
Figure 5.7. As mentioned above, we consider the following set of discrete TLR values: {0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. Figure 5.7(a) shows the optimal TLR as a function of the number of active 
network flows, for an average node speed of 10m/s, and for both 16 Kbps and 32 Kbps flows. 




Figure 5.7: Optimal TLR for (a) 10m/s; and (b) 20m/s 
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 We see that for a very low network load, TLR = 0 (always do Local Repair) seems to 
be the optimal strategy. With increasing load, the value of the optimal TLR increases. This 
means that the higher the network load, the closer to the destination the link break needs to 
occur, in order for Local Repair to be efficient. In our simulation scenarios, the optimal TLR 
never reaches the value of 1, which means the always do Source Repair strategy is never the 
best option. We are interested in the potential performance improvement that can be gained by 
applying an optimal, parameterised route repair strategy, i.e. by selecting the optimal Local 
Repair Threshold parameter TLR. We compare the performance improvement in terms of PDR 
of this optimal strategy with two baseline cases in Figure 5.8. The first baseline case is the 
always do Source Repair strategy, which corresponds to a constant TLR = 1. This is the route 
repair strategy employed by the DYMO routing protocol. 
 
 Figure 5.8(a) shows the performance improvement of the optimal choice of TLR over 
the fixed choice of TLR = 1, for a varying network load. We see that, in the scenarios we 
considered, the biggest performance improvement can be achieved when the network load is 
low. For example, for a single 16 Kbps CBR flow at 20m/s node mobility, the optimal 
strategy can achieve an improvement in PDR of almost 20% (in absolute terms). The 
performance gain decreases with increasing network load.  
 
 
(a) Optimal TLR versus TLR = 1 
 




(b) Optimal TLR versus TLR = 0 
 
Figure 5.8: PDR gain of optimal Route Repair strategy over (a) always do Source 
Repair; and (b) always do Local Repair 
 
The second baseline case to which we compare our suggested optimal route repair 
strategy, is the always do Local Repair strategy, which corresponds to a fixed TLR = 0. As 
mentioned above, this is the strategy employed by standard AODV in small to medium size 
networks, such as that considered in our simulations. Figure 5.8(b) shows the performance 
gain of the optimal choice of TLR over a fixed choice of TLR= 0. For a low network load (single 
16 or 32 Kbps flow, or two 16 Kbps flows), the performance gain is 0, since TLR= 0 already 
represents the optimal choice. As soon as the network load is increased, we see that the 
optimal strategy results in a significant improvement in PDR, with a maximum gain of 38% 
and more than 20% in most cases. 
 
These results present a strong case for a more flexible choice of route repair strategies 
than is employed by current proactive MANET and Wireless Mesh Network routing protocols 
such as AODV.  
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5.4 Evaluation of Network Performance under different Protocol 
Parameter Choices 
 In this section, we compare the performance of four popular routing protocols; 
AODV, OLSR, DYMO and HWMP in terms of the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) metric, 
under a range of network scenarios with varying degrees of mobility.  
 
We further provide an analysis of the different reasons of packet loss for the various 
protocols. We also investigate the potential performance improvement that can be gained by 
adapting critical protocol mechanisms and parameters. From our simulation results, we see 
that the link break detection mechanism employed by the considered protocols is critical for 
overall protocol performance. We therefore specifically investigated how the choice of key 
parameters in the link break detection mechanism affects the overall network performance. 
We further explore other protocol variations and features and their potential for performance 
improvements. 
 
 By default, OLSR, DYMO and OLSR use periodic HELLO Messages to monitor 
neighbour connectivity, except for HWMP which uses dedicated Peer-Link Management 
Protocol (PMP) [105]. Another method to detect link breaks is by using Link Layer (LL) 
feedback as described in [106]. For AODV, we include both version of the protocol, i.e. 
AODV-HELLO and AODV-LL for our comparison. For our simulations, we use AODV-UU 
[107], the widely used implementation of AODV by Uppsala University. For DYMO and 
OLSR protocol, we use the DYMO-UM and OLSR-UM version [108]. DYMO-UM utilise 
the Link Layer feedback mechanism while OLSR utilise the HELLO-ing technique. For 
HWMP, we used the ns-2 implementation from the Russian Institute for Information 
Transmission Problems (IITP) [110], which was the most complete and standard compliant 
HWMP implementation that we were able to find. However, this implementation of HWMP 
is very basic and does not contain the PMP link break detection mechanism. In this version, 
the only way to recover from a link break is to wait for the routing entry to timeout. Due to 
this drawback in the implementation, HWMP is shown to perform relatively badly in our 
evaluation, as described in the following discussion. Table 5.3 summarizes the key properties 
of the considered protocols. 
 




Table 5.3: Key Protocol Properties 
5.4.1 Performance Evaluation 
We compare the performance of the four routing protocols in various scenarios, 
incorporating different cases of node mobility and traffic load. Using the ns-2 simulator, we 
simulated 50 nodes moving randomly over a rectangular area of size 1500m x 300m. The well 
known random-waypoint mobility model was used for this, in which nodes randomly choose 
a destination to move to, with a constant node speed that is uniformly randomly chosen in the 
interval [0, MAX_SPEED]. Once the node reaches the destination, it pauses for the time 
PAUSE_TIME, before repeating the whole process. Multiple traffic flows are generated 
between uniformly randomly selected pairs of nodes. 
 
In our simulations, we measure the performance of the routing protocols in terms of 
the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) metric. PDR is defined as the ratio of the total number of 
data packets received at the destination node, to the total number of data packets sent from the 
source node. We also investigate in detail, the statistics and reason for the data packet loss in 
each protocol. All protocols are evaluated using the ns-2.34 simulator, with the exception of 
HWMP which is evaluated with the ns-2.33 simulator. Table 5.4 shows a summary of the 
relevant simulation parameters. In our simulations, we perform 50 runs (corresponding to 50 
different random mobility patterns) for each pause time, and the results are averaged over 









AODV Reactive Hello/LL Hop Count No 
DYMO Reactive Hello/LL Hop Count Yes 
OLSR Proactive Hello/LL Hop Count No 
HWMP Hybrid PMP ALM Yes 
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simulations, traffic flows and data tracing are only activated after 300s of “warm-up time”, in 
order to ensure that the simulated network has reached steady state.  
 
Figure 5.9 shows the PDR performance of the routing protocols for a traffic load of 30 
flows, and with a maximum node speed of 20m/s. We have performed simulations for 
different number of traffic flows and maximum node speeds (as shown in Table 5.4), and the 
PDR performance results achieved in these scenarios are similar to that shown in Figure 5.9. 
For low values of pause time, which corresponds to higher levels of node mobility, we can see 
a very significant difference between each protocol in terms of their PDR performance. With 
more than 95% PDR, AODV-LL has the best performance, followed by DYMO and AODV-
HELLO. We believe this is due to the AODV-LL and DYMO protocols using the Link Layer 
feedback mechanism, which provides immediate notification of link breaks, as soon as a 
packet transmission fails. On the other hand, in AODV-HELLO, nodes have to wait for two 
consecutive HELLO messages to be lost (corresponding to two seconds), before it can 
determine that the link is broken. 
 
Number of Flows 30 flows 
Packet Size 64 bytes 
Source rate (CBR traffic) 4 packets/s 
802.11 MAC TX Rate 11Mbps 
Transmission Range 250 metres 
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground 
MAX_SPEED 20m/s 
PAUSE_TIME 0, 30, 60, 120, 300, 600, 900 sec 
 
Table 5.4: Simulation Parameters 
 





Figure 5.9: PDR vs. Pause Time for 30 flows with max speed 20m/s 
 
 OLSR and HWMP perform relatively poorly, especially at higher rates of mobility 
(corresponding to low pause time). At 0 sec pause time, OLSR and HWMP delivered only 
66% and 55% of packets respectively. For OLSR, we believe that its poor performance is due 
to its slow detection of link breaks. The default OLSR implementation uses the HELLO 
message mechanism to detect link breaks, which leads to a high delay in the update of the 
routing table. For HWMP, as mentioned before, the ns-2 implementation that we used in our 
evaluations does not have a proper PMP link detection mechanism, and hence fails to 
effectively discovery link breaks. As a result, HWMP performs the worst among all the 
protocols that we evaluated. 
 
Figure 5.9 also shows that as the pause time increases, the difference in the PDR performance 
among the four protocols decreases. This is due to the fact that lower node mobility results in 
a lower number of links being broken, resulting in a more stable network, and hence a higher 
number of successfully delivered packets. 
 
In order to get a better understanding of these results, we investigate the reasons for 
packet losses in our scenario for each routing protocol. We take a detailed look at the ns-2 
traces for the 0 sec pause time (30 flows) scenario for each protocol since this scenario shows 
the worst PDR performance. We are interested to see what the main reasons for packet loss 
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are in this case. The ns-2 trace file shows the following reasons: MAC transmission retries 
exceeded (RET), no route or invalid route error (NRTE), interface queue buffer exceeded 
(IFQ), routing loop (LOOP) and Time-To-Live (TTL) field reaching zero. A brief explanation 
on these reasons of packet drop is given in Table 5.5. Table 5.6 shows the packet drop 
statistics in detail for each protocol, where the values shown are the average of the 50 






After the maximum number of failed retransmission attempts, i.e. 
without getting an ACK, the MAC layer drops the packet and the 
routing layer is notified. 
NRTE 
A packet is dropped due to the fact that there is no route to the 
destination available. 
IFQ The packet is dropped since the interface queue buffer (IFQ) is full. 
LOOP The packet is dropped due to a detection of a routing loop. 
TTL The packet is dropped due to expiry of its time-to-live field. 
 
Table 5.5: Packet Loss Reason 
 
We see that AODV-LL has the lowest number of packet drops. This corresponds to its 
high PDR performance observed in Figure 5.9. We also see that the Link Layer feedback 
mechanism clearly outperforms the HELLO message mechanism in detecting link breaks in 
the AODV protocols. This is because the number of RET and NRTE packet drops in AODV-
HELLO is almost 9 times higher than that of AODV-LL. 
 
 For the DYMO protocol, Table 5.6 shows that it has the highest number of NRTE 
packet drops compared to the other protocols. We believe this is due to the path accumulation 
feature in DYMO. The path accumulation feature enables routing information of other 
participating node to be appended to a DYMO control message, as it passes through those 
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nodes on their way to the source and destination nodes during a route discovery process. This 
additional routing information can be used to create entries in the routing tables of nodes that 
process the DYMO control message, and hence can later reduce the number of route 
discovery attempts to those participating nodes. However, in a highly dynamic network 
environment, these routing entries can easily become stale or out-dated.  This then causes 
packets to be dropped when the nodes attempt to send packets over these invalid routes. 
 
 
Protocol RET NRTE IFQ LOOP TTL 
AODV-
HELLO 
6131 440 0 0 0 
AODV-LL 712 53 0 0 0 
DYMO 1092 3369 0 0 0 
OLSR 19607 968 4 35 156 
HWMP 28397 0 18 0 0 
 
Table 5.6: Packet Loss Reason Statistics 
 
For the OLSR protocol, we see that the highest number of packet drops is due to RET, 
i.e. the failure of the MAC layer to deliver the packet to the next hop. As mentioned before, 
OLSR depends on the HELLO message mechanism to detect link breaks, whereby if a node 
does not receive a HELLO message from its neighbour within a specific amount of time, it 
declares the link to its neighbour is broken, and will then invalidate the route entry 
corresponding to that neighbour. Therefore in OLSR, even after a link break occurs, a node 
may continue to send packets over the broken link until it finally determines that the link is 
broken due to the missing Hello messages. This is the cause of the high number of RET 
packet drops in OLSR. It is also interesting to note that OLSR is the only routing protocol that 
has packet drops due to LOOP and TTL. This is because OLSR (as a proactive routing 
protocol) is known to be susceptible to creating routing loops in a network where nodes are 
highly mobile [109]. 
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As for the HWMP protocol, we can see that the highest number of packet drops is also 
due to RET. As explained before, the HWMP implementation used in our simulations does 
not have an effective link break detection mechanism, and solely depends on its path timeout 
feature to remove stale routing entries. Hence, nodes will keep on sending packets over an 
invalid route until the route entry expires, thereby leading to a high number of RET packet 
drops in the network. 
5.4.2 Performance Enhancement 
The previous section has evaluated the performance of key protocols and has tried to 
gain an insight into the reasons for observed level of performance. In this section, we aim to 
investigate if and how the performance of some of these protocols can be improved. For this, 
we adapt some parameters in the AODV-HELLO and DYMO routing protocols to see the 
impact it has on the network performance. For the OLSR protocol, a comparison is made 




 For the AODV-HELLO protocol, we identified two important parameters that control 
the determination of link connectivity based on the periodic HELLO messages, i.e. 
HELLO_INTERVAL and ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS.  
 
HELLO_INTERVAL is defined as the time interval between consecutive transmissions of 
HELLO messages, while ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS is defined as the number of 
HELLO_INTERVAL periods that can lapse without receiving a HELLO message, before a 
node decides that the link to its neighbour is broken. In AODV [2], the default value for the 
HELLO_INTERVAL parameter is one second, while the default value for 
ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS is two. For the link break detection mechanism, these two 
parameters are obviously closely related. For the purpose of your investigations, we define the 
Link Break Detection time parameter Llb as follows: 
 
Llb = HELLO_INTERVAL x ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS  (5) 
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The parameter identifies the time after which a link is considered broken, if no HELLO 
messages are received. In the following simulations, we vary the HELLO_INTERVAL and 
ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS parameters according to Table 5.7, which also shows the 
corresponding value of Llb.  
 
Figure 5.10 shows the PDR performance of AODV for these 5 different parameter 
pairs. From the figure, we see that there is a relationship between the PDR metric and the Llb 
parameter. Protocols with a lower value of Llb seem to perform better than the ones with a 
higher value, in most cases. The difference is bigger for high mobility scenarios, i.e. scenarios 
with low Pause Time. This is not surprising, since a lower value of Llb means that nodes are 
quicker to detect link breaks, and therefore quicker to react to topology changes. 
 
However, for the two cases where Llb = 1s, we see that the scenario with 
HELLO_INTERVAL = 0.5s performs somewhat better than the scenario with 
ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS = 1. This may be explained as follows. The scenario where 
HELLO_INTERVAL = 0.5s requires the loss of two consecutive HELLO messages before a 
link can be declared as broken. On the other hand, in the scenario where 
ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS = 1, a loss of a single HELLO message will trigger a link break 
and the invalidation of a route entry. We note that in our simulations, there is a total of 30 
traffic flows, and due to the relatively high probability of collisions of data packets in these 
flows, a single HELLO message can easily be lost. Therefore, rather than the HELLO 
message being lost due to node mobility, it is lost due to collision. As such, in the latter case, 
even though the link is still existent, it is unnecessarily declared broken and causes the route 
entry to be invalidated, leading to a poorer PDR performance. For the same expected link 
break detection time Llb , the version with a lower HELLO_INTERVAL  is more robust packet 
loss. However, this comes at a cost of a slightly higher overhead due to the higher number of 
HELLO messages that are exchanged in the network. 




HELLO_INTERVAL ALLOWED_HELLO_LOSS Llb 
0.5s 2 1s 
1s 1 1s 
1s 2 2s 
1s 3 3s 
2s 2 4s 
 




Figure 5.10: PDR vs. Pause Time for variants of AODV-HELLO 
 
DYMO 
For the DYMO protocol, we measure the impact of the Path Accumulation (PA) 
feature and the RREQ_TRIES parameter on the PDR performance. RREQ_TRIES is the 
parameter that determines how many times a node will try to discover a path to a destination 
node. In the ns-2 implementation of DYMO, the PA feature is enabled and the RREQ_TRIES 
parameter is set to 1. Therefore, a node will only perform the route discovery process once, 
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and if unsuccessful, it will assume no route is available and drop the corresponding data 
packets in its buffer. We evaluate four scenarios in our simulation: 
 
 - DYMO-PA: DefaultRREQ_TRIES setting with path accumulation enabled 
 - DYMO-noPA: Default RREQ_TRIES setting with path accumulation disabled 
 - DYMO-RREQ2-PA: RREQ_TRIES = 2 and with path accumulation enabled 
 - DYMO-RREQ2-noPA: RREQ_TRIES = 2 and with path accumulation disable 
 
From the results in Figure 5.11, we observe that by disabling the PA feature in 
DYMO, DYMO-noPA achieves a PDR performance that is about 2.5% better compared to 
DYMO-PA in the case of 0 sec pause time. By increasing the value of RREQ_TRIES to 2, the 
PDR performance of DYMO-RREQ2-noPA improved further by around 4% compared to 
DYMO-PA. Table 5.8 shows the packet drop and routing overhead statistics, based on traces 
from the scenario with 0 sec pause time. The first two result columns show the number of 
packet drops due to RET (failed MAC layer delivery) and NRTE (no route to destination) 
cases.  
 
We see that for the best setting of DYMO-RREQ2-noPA, the number of NRTE packet 
drops has gone down by 65% compared to the default setting of DYMO-PA. However, there 
is a small cost for disabling the PA feature, in terms of increased routing overhead, i.e. the 
number of control (Route Request) messagesthat need to be sent to discover routes. From the 
table, we see that when PA is disabled, the number of control messages is increased by around 
10-15%. In this case, we believe that this is an acceptable trade-off in order to achieve higher 
PDR performance. From these results, we conclude that both the path accumulation feature 
and the optimal RREQ_TRIES parameter setting in the DYMO protocol are crucial to its 
performance improvement, and by administratively or adaptively controlling them, network 
performance can be significantly improved. 
 




Figure 5.11: PDR vs. Pause Time for variants of DYMO 
 
DYMO Variants RET NRTE 
RE 
Msgs. 
% Rise in 
RE Msgs. 
% Drop in 
NRTE 
DYMO-PA 1092 3369 1825410 - - 
DYMO-noPA 1145 2015 2093690 14.7% 40% 
DYMO-RREQ2-PA 1097 2971 1827100 0.09% 11.8% 
DYMO-RREQ2-
noPA 
1134 1176 2064130 13.1% 65% 
 
Table 5.8: Packet Drop and Routing element (RE) Statistic for DYMO 
 
OLSR 
The implementation of OLSR evaluated previously (results shown in Figure 5.9) uses 
the HELLO message mechanism for link break detection (OLSR-HELLO). In Figure 5.12, we 
compare its performance with OLSR-LL, which uses the Link Layer feedback mechanism to 
detect link breaks. As we can see, OLSR-LL significantly outperforms OLSR-HELLO, 
particularly in the high mobility scenarios. For example, in the 0 sec pause time scenario, 
OLSR-LL achieves a PDR of 93%, compared to 66% achieved by OLSR-HELLO. The LL 
feedback mechanism enables a node to immediately detect a link disconnection to its neighbor 
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node, hence allowing it to quickly update its routing table. It also prevents the node from 
using the disconnected link to send packets. Table 5.9 shows the statistics for the packet drop 
reasons in OLSR-HELLO and OLSR-LL. We see that the number of packet drops due to 
failed MAC layer transmission (RET) is the main reason for packet loss. The number of RET 
losses decreases drastically for OLSR-LL compared to OLSR-HELLO. The large number of 
RET based packet losses in OLSR-HELLO, is due to the fact that the protocol keeps using 
stale routes for longer, and keeps sending packets across disconnected links, resulting in failed 
transmissions (RET).  
 




Variants RET NRTE IFQ LOOP TTL 
OLSR-HELLO 19607 968 4 35 156 
OLSR-LL 2828 932 0 32 235 
 
Table 5.9: Packet Drop Statistic for OLSR 
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5.5 Analysis of OLSR Performance in Various Topology Size 
In the previous section, we have presented our results of the impact of protocol 
mechanism and parameter choice on network performance. We have shown that there is a 
potential for performance improvement if certain protocol parameters are tuned accordingly. 
However, the results are presented for a fixed area of 1500m x 300m, with a fixed number of 
nodes, resulting in a constant average node density. In this section, we want to explore 
protocol performance for a wider range of cases, and in particular sparser network topologies. 
 
We will vary the topology area, but we will use the same number of 50 nodes in our 
simulation scenarios, resulting in different node densities and levels of connectivity. We 
generate our mobility scenarios from a small area (very dense network) to a bigger topology 
area (very sparse network). Such sparse networks can be considered as scenarios for Delay 
Tolerant Networks, with very limited and intermittent connectivity. 
 
We are using OLSR for our evaluation. In the following, we will present our initial 
results and approach used for our simulations. We also vary OLSR‟s HELLO_INTERVAL 
parameter to see the impact on the network performance in different topology areas. Four 
types of network topologies with different areas are randomly generated using the ns-2 
simulator, T1 (500m x 500m), T2 (1000m x 1000m), T3 (2000m x 2000m) and T4 (4000m x 
4000m). For each topology type, we generate 50 random mobility patterns, and results are 
averaged over these 50 simulation runs. 
 
The pause time is set to 0 sec so that the nodes are always in movement. We use 10 
traffic flows (Source-Destination pairs) which are uniformly randomly selected among the 
nodes in the network. We use default OLSR protocol parameter settings, HELLO messages 
for link break detection. Further details on simulation parameters are shown in Table 5.10. 





Number of nodes 50 
Simulation area  500m x 500m (T1)  
1000m x 1000m (T2) 
2000m x 2000m (T3) 
4000m x 4000m (T4) 
Mobility model Random waypoint 
(0s pause time) 
Node speed (maximum) 20m/s 
Traffic type Constant bit rate (CBR) 
Traffic sending rate 4 packets per second 
Packet Size 512 bytes 
Number of flows 10 
Transmission range 250 meters 
802.11 MAC rate 11Mbps 
Simulation time 500 seconds 
Number of simulation runs 50 
HELLO_INTERVAL 1 second 
 
Table 5.10: Simulation Parameters 
 
Figure 5.13 shows the PDR results for the four types of topologies, with different 
level of node density and level connectivity. Not surprisingly, we can see that there is a 
significant drop in PDR, for increasing topology area with a fixed number of nodes. In the 
case of T1, the PDR is well above 90%, while in the case of T4, the PDR approaches 0%. It is 
obvious that these relatively sparse networks, traditional WMN routing protocols perform 
extremely poorly. This provides the motivation for our investigations in the next chapter, 
where we explore the idea of enhancing WMN protocols with DTN store-carry-forward 
capabilities, in order to increase their performance in sparser network scenarios, where end-
to-end connectivity cannot be assumed. 




Figure 5.13: OLSR PDR performance for topologies with different node densities 
 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have shown that the choice of protocol parameters and protocol 
mechanisms, such as for link break detection and route repair, have a significant impact on 
network performance. Furthermore, the optimal choice of protocol parameters depends on and 
varies with the network characteristics, such as traffic load, mobility pattern etc. 
 
This confirms for the potential of protocol tuning and adaptation to the characteristics 
of deployment scenarios. We also show the impact of various topology sizes and levels of 
network density on the performance of OLSR. The observed dramatic decline in performance 
for networks of increasing sparseness, provides the motivation for the work presented in the 
following chapter, where we investigate the potential of a hybrid WMN/DTN routing 
protocol, which combines the end-to-end routing of WMN protocols with the store-carry-
forward mechanism of DTN protocols. The goal is to improve protocol performance for 
sparse network scenario, with intermittent connectivity. 




Chapter 6 OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING 
6.1 Overview 
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated the impact of protocol parameters on 
network performance and the importance of link break detection mechanism in a routing 
protocol [111]. We showed that a potential network improvement is achievable if certain 
protocol parameters are configured accordingly. However, in some scenarios with high node 
mobility or with sparse network topology, tuning parameters in traditional WMN protocols 
may not solve the problem. As discussed in the last chapter, the performance of OLSR (in 
terms of PDR) degrades dramatically when the network becomes sparse. In these cases, end-
to-end routes are difficult to be established. WMN protocols such as OLSR that rely on end-
to-end connections will suffer and they will start to drop packets, ultimately resulting in lower 
PDR. 
  
As discussed in Chapter 3, there are protocols that have been specifically designed for 
highly disconnected networks. These Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) rely on node mobility 
and opportunistic encounters between nodes to forward packets in a store-carry-forward 
fashion. These DTN or Opportunistic Routing protocols are very distinct from WMN 
protocols, and have been tailored for operation in networks where end-to-end routes cannot be 
assumed to exist at any point in time. 
 
The goal of this chapter is to explore a protocol that can operate on networks with a 
wide range of connectivity levels, ranging from highly connected networks (traditional WMN 
scenario), to a medium level of connectivity, as well as highly sparse and disconnected 
networks (DTN scenario). The goal is to design a protocol that is simple and backwards 
compatible with standard WMN routing. Another critical goal is to not require any change to 
the packet format or the introduction of any special signalling in the network, in order to 
reduce complexity and overhead. 
 
The hybrid protocol presented in this paper is based on OLSR [3], with an extension 
that provides a store-carry-forward mechanism that is inspired by the Spray-and-Wait DTN 
protocol [80]. We call this protocol OLSR-OPP, for OLSR with Opportunistic routing and 




forwarding extension. The term Opportunistic has a double meaning in OLSR-OPP. Firstly, it 
applies to the opportunistic aspect of store-carry-forward routing in DTN protocols such as 
Spray-and-Wait. The second meaning represents the capability of OLSR-OPP to switch 
opportunistically between standard WMN routing and store-carry-forward mode, depending 
on the level of connectivity available in the network. 
 
This chapter presents the OLSR-OPP and describes its operation. The performance of 
OLSR-OPP is systematically evaluated over a wide range of topologies, from dense to very 
sparse, and compared to the performance of standard OLSR as well as the Spray-and-Wait 
protocol. 
6.2 The OLSR-OPP Protocol 
6.2.1 OLSR Key Features Revisited 
Since OLSR-OPP is built on OLSR as the base protocol, we first provide a brief 
summary of the key mechanisms of OLSR. As discussed in Chapter 2, OLSR is a table driven 
proactive routing protocol that is widely used in wireless ad-hoc networks. Topology 
information is disseminated via the use of HELLO and Topology Control (TC) messages. Due 
to its proactive nature, OLSR provides topology information to all participating nodes in the 
network, and global topology information and routes are maintained at all times. As we will 
see, this is an advantage for opportunistic routing, compared to reactive routing protocols. 
OLSR supports link break detection via both HELLO messages as well as Link Layer 
feedback. In case OLSR does not have a route for a packet, it simply drops it. There is no 
need and no point in trying to repair the route, since in contrast to reactive protocols such as 
AODV, we can assume that OLSR has a global topology view anyway, and would know 
about a route to the destination, if it existed. 
6.2.2 OLSR-OPP Concept 
 The overall goal of OLSR-OPP is to increase the packet delivery ratio of basic OLSR 
in networks with intermittent connectivity. As mentioned in the previous section, if OLSR 
does not have a route to the destination of data a packet it simply drops it. The basic idea 
behind OLSR-OPP is to buffer these otherwise dropped packets, and to attempt to deliver 




them via a store-carry-forward approach. We refer to this special buffer as OppQueue. If at 
any point in time, a route to the destination node of any of the packets stored in the OppQueue 
is established, they can be delivered directly via standard end-to-end routing. The switching 
between the two modes of communication can happen dynamically and transparently, without 












Figure 6.1: An example of packet routing in OLSR-OPP 
 




In Figure 6.1(a), a source node S has a route to destination D via route S-1-2-3-4-5-D. 
In this kind of scenario, the network will operate in normal end-to-end routing mode, as 
supported by standard OLSR. We consider the scenario where the route from node S to D 
breaks, such as due to the disappearance/failure of node 3, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). The 
standard behaviour of OLSR in this case would be to simply drop any packets at node 2 
destined to node D. In contrast, OLSR-OPP will store these packets in the OppQueue at node 
2, in the hope of being able to deliver them later, either via store-carry-forward or via end-to-
end routing, in case the route is re-established later on. 
 
OLSR-OPP invokes the store-carry-forward routing for packets in the OppQueue at 
node 2 by sending them to its immediate neighbours. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1(b), 
where the packet (in its original format) is sent to nodes 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
 
It is most likely that these nodes do not have a route to D, so they will also store the 
packet in their respective OppQueue, and further send them to their immediate neighbours, 
except for the node from which the packet was received from. In order to limit the overhead 
of this flooding based forwarding, a cap (called copy_count) is imposed on the number of 
neighbours to which the packet is forwarded.  
 
In this fashion, the buffered packet will be disseminated further in the network. The 
packet can be delivered to the destination node D when any of the nodes that receive the 
packet have a route to D, either at the time when they receive the packet, or at any later point 
in time. Packets can also be delivered if the carrier node comes into direct contact with the 
destination node, as in traditional DTN routing. However, we can consider this simply as a 
special case of the above scenario, since coming into direct contact means having a route to 
the destination, even if it is only a one-hop route. An example of this is shown in Figure 
6.1(c), where mobile node 10 moves into range of node 7. Due to standard OLSR Topology 
Control and HELLO messages, node 7 learns about the newly established route to D via node 
10. Since node 7 has previously received a copy of the packet(s) destined to D, it can now 
deliver them via normal end-to-end routing. In that case, the buffered packets are then 
removed from the nodes OppQueue. 
 
 By doing so, OLSR-OPP can improve the packet delivery ratio by delivery packets 




that would otherwise be dropped. In the following, we will provide further details of OLSR-
OPP and its packet handling mechanism, in particular the two key events that trigger a special 
action in OLSR-OPP, the case when a packet is to be dropped due to the unavailability of a 
route, the encounter of a new neighbour, and the discovery of a new route. 
6.2.3 OLSR-OPP Packet Handling 
Handling Packet Drops 
 In Section 6.2.1, we discussed the two ways for detecting link failures in OLSR; that 
is, by periodic exchange of HELLO messages and by the link layer feedback mechanism. 
Irrespective of which approach is used, we need to handle the case where packets are to be 
dropped by OLSR, and extend the functionality of the protocol in that case. Figure 6.2 shows 
the basic behaviour of OLSR-OPP in the case where OLSR is to drop a packet due to the 
unavailability of a route. In case of a packet drop scenario, OLSR-OPP will store the packet in 
a special buffer or queue called Opportunistic Queue (OppQueue). 
 
OLSR-OPP will also send the packet to the node‟s immediate neighbours (or a 
randomly chosen subset), as determined by the OLSR Neighbour Set. There are a maximum 
number of copies of each packet to be disseminated by a node, determined by the initial value 
of the copy_count parameter. The copy_count parameter is decremented whenever a copy of a 
packet is sent to an immediate neighbour of a node. The node stops forwarding packets when 
all neighbours have received a copy, or if the copy_count reaches 0. When the copy_count 
parameter reaches 0, the packet is no longer forwarded to neighbour nodes, but it remains in 
the OppQueue. 
 
Additional information will be added to each packet when it is stored in the 
OppQueue: The current value of the copy_count parameter, and the opp_TTL value, which is 
time based Time-To-Live parameter in seconds, which indicates the local time that a packet 
can stay in the OppQueue of a node, before it is purged. A higher copy_count parameter 
achieves a higher packet delivery probability, but at a cost of higher dissemination overhead. 
We will evaluate this trade-off later in this chapter. The opp_TTL parameter allows 
configuring the protocol to cater for different amounts of packet delivery delay can be 
tolerated.  





At the end of the packet drop handling scenario shown in Figure 6.2, the protocol returns to 




Figure 6.2: Handling Packet Drops 




Handling Detection of New Neighbour Node 
As a node moves around in the network, it might encounter other nodes through direct 
contact. As shown in Figure 6.3, whenever a node detects a new symmetrical link to another 
node, it will check for each packet in the OppQueue if the new neighbour is the packet‟s 
destination. If that is the case, OLSR-OPP will deliver the packet to the neighbour and 
remove the packet from the OppQueue. 
 
If the new neighbour is not the destination, the protocol checks if the copy_count value 
is greater than 1, and if that is the case, forwards a copy to the neighbour in store-carry-
forward mode. 
 
The corresponding copy_count parameter is decremented by 1. If the copy_count 
parameter is not greater than 1, which means that the maximum number of packet copies has 
already been disseminated, the protocol will return to its normal operations. 














Handling Detection of New Route 
Due to the continuous exchange of Topology Control message, OLSR nodes learn 
about topology changes and discover new routes. In such an event, there is a chance that a 
new end-to-end route to a destination of a packet in the OppQueue is discovered. Therefore, 
anytime there is a change made to the routing table by OLSR, OLSR-OPP triggers this check, 
as shown in Figure 6.4. The protocol simply checks if the new routing information provides a 
route for the destination of any of the packets in the OppQueue, and if that is the case, it 
simply sends the packets towards the next hop of this route, and removes the packet from the 
OppQueue. While the availability of a route in the routing table generated by OLSR does not 
guarantee successful delivery of the packet, the probability is high enough to warrant the 
removal of the packet from the OppQueue. This is a reasonable trade off in terms of delivery 
probability and resource efficiency. 
 
 In this context, the ability of OLSR to continually learn about new routes is a big 
advantage over reactive protocols, where routes are only discovered as a result of route 
discovery triggered by a source node. This allows OLSR-OPP to automatically and 
transparently switch from store-carry-forward routing back to the much more efficient end-to-
end routing approach. If a similar approach is to be applied to a reactive routing protocol such 
as AODV, additional overhead and complexity is required to discover new routes that can 
potentially be used for the delivery of packets stored in DTN mode [112]. 
 
 





Figure 6.4: New Routing Entry 
6.3 OLSR-OPP Implementation 
In this section we will discuss a few relevant implementation details of the OLSR-OPP 
protocol in ns-2.As a basis, the OLSR implementation from the University of Murcia (UM-
OLSR) was used [108], which is compliant with the OLSR RFC 3626 [3]. 
 




The buffer (OppQueue) in which packets in the store-carry-forward mode, is 
implemented as a linked list. In addition to the packets, additional meta-information is stored 
for each packet, in particular the copy_count and opp_TTL parameters. 
 
These parameters are initialised when a packet is stored in the buffer. We will explore 
a range of values for the copy_count parameters later in this chapter. We use 400 seconds as 
the default value for the opp_TTL parameter. A process in OLSR-OPP regularly checks if for 
any of the packets in the OppQueue the opp_TTL has expired, and if that is the case, the 
packet is purged from the buffer. Packets are buffered in the OppQueue data structure in the 
event a link break is detected, in which case OLSR would normally drop the packet. 
6.4 Basic Validation Test 
In order to verify the correctness of our OLSR-OPP implementation, we have 
performed a set of validation tests, in a set of small scale simulation experiments.  
6.4.1 Simulation Setup and Scenarios 
The validation tests are conducted in ns-2 simulator (ns-2.34). Figure 6.5 shows the six 
nodes "diamond" topology that was used. Node S is the source node which generates the 
traffic. Node R is the receiver or sink of the traffic. None of the other nodes act as traffic 




Figure 6.5: Validation Test Topology 
 




The injected traffic consisted of a flow of CBR traffic, using UDP packets. In the 
simulation, the traffic flow is activated after 10 seconds of the „warm-up time‟ in order to 
allow the OLSR proactive topology discovery mechanism to do its job and establish the 
network topology at each node. 
 
After the node S stops sending, we wait for another 50 seconds before we terminate 
the experiment. This is to allow clearing out any packets in OppQueue at different nodes to be 
delivered to their destination. Since we were not interested packet loss due to buffer 
overflows, we chose a sufficiently large size of relevant buffers such as the OppQueue, to 




copy_count 10  
opp_TTL 400 seconds 
Traffic Parameters 
Traffic Type CBR 
Traffic Start Time 10s 
Traffic end time 120s 
Data rate 4 pkts/s 
Packet size 512 bytes 
Network Parameters 
Transmission Range 250m 
IFQ length 1000pkts 
Simulation Time 300 sec 
802.11 MAC Tx Rate 11 Mbps 
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground 
RTS/CTS Enabled 
Queue Type Drop Tail 




Table 6.1: OLSR-OPP Simulation Parameters 
 




 The objective of these validation tests is to verify the basic operation of the OLSR-
OPP protocol. We have defined 4 different set of test scenarios. Each scenario aims to test one 
specific aspect of OLSR-OPP.  
 
Case 1: Static case 
This scenario simply aims to establish that the extensions made to the OLSR protocol 
do not incur any additional overhead or any unanticipated packet loss. In a completely static 
case, it is expected that OLSR-OPP behaves exactly as OLSR. From our results, we see that 
this is the case. The PDR of OLSR-OPP is the same as for OLSR, i.e. 100%, as shown in 
Figure 6.6. We also observe that no packets are buffered in the OppQueue in any of the nodes, 
also as expected. 
 
Case 2: Route break and re-routing 
The aim of the second scenario is to test the ability of OLSR-OPP to handle short 
disruptions in connectivity. In this scenario, traffic is initially delivered via the S-1-2-R path. 
After 50 seconds, we move Node 2 out of transmission range of all the other nodes, which 
will create the route to be disrupted. However, there exists an alternative route via Nodes 3 
and 4, and the protocol will use this alternative route, as soon as the link break is detected, 
which is via HELLO messaging in this implementation. 
 
Looking at the traces, we see that only two packets are affected by the disruption. In 
the case of OLSR, both of these are dropped. In OLSR-OPP, we expect both packets to be 
buffered and delivered as soon as the route is re-established. However, we notice that only 
one of the two packets is delivered, and we still have one, somewhat unexpected packet loss. 
This is reflected in Table 6.2. After some investigation, we found that this is not an error, but 
that the packet was drop due to the routing loop detection mechanism. The mechanism checks 
if a packet is to be sent to a next-hop node from which it was received previously, and if that 
is the case, drops the packet. 
 
Case 3:Route break, no re-routing 
This scenario is similar to Case 2 except that the alternative route S-3-4-R is not 
available here, since we remove Node 3. Therefore, the route is disrupted, but without any 
route repair or any possibility to deliver packets in store-carry-forward fashion. We expect 




OLSR-OPP to perform the same way as OLSR. While OLSR-OPP buffers packets that are 
dropped by OLSR, it has no opportunity to deliver them. This is confirmed in Figure 6.6 and 
Table 6.2, where we see that a total of 74 packets are buffered in the OppQueue in total, but 
none of them are delivered. 
 
Case 4:Route break and re-establishment after some time 
This scenario aims to verify the ability of OLSR-OPP to handle route disruption for an 
extended period of time, and to switch dynamically between end-to-end and store-carry-
forward mode. This scenario is a variation of Case 3. The difference here is that after an 
absence of 50 seconds, Node 3 is returned to its position between Nodes S and 4, to repair the 
route. Here we see the typical scenario where OLSR-OPP can deliver a benefit. Figure 6.6 
shows that it achieves a PDR of 100%, in contrast to the corresponding value of OLSR of 
only just over 80%. In Table 6.2, we see that all of the packets buffered in OppQueue are 
eventually delivered to Node D, as we expected. 
 
 
Figure 6.6: PDR values for Validation Test Scenarios 
 














Table 6.2: OLSR-OPP packet handling statistics 
 
After having confirmed the basic behaviour of the OLSR-OPP implementation, we 
now move on to do a more extensive performance evaluation in the following section. 
6.5 Performance Evaluation of OLSR-OPP 
The aim in this section is to evaluate the performance of OLSR-OPP in regards to its 
packet delivery capability, across the entire spectrum of network connectivity levels, from 
highly disconnected, to highly connected networks. The performance of OLSR-OPP is 
compared to OLSR, and for some scenarios with the Spray-and-Wait DTN protocol.  
6.5.1 Experiment Scenarios 
Traditionally, wireless multi-hop networks are considered either as largely 
connected, the WMN case, or largely disconnected; the DTN case. In contrast, we aim to 
systematically study the performance of OLSR-OPP in the entire range of connectivity 
scenarios, including all the in-between cases. For this, we need a parameter that describes 
the level of connectivity in the network. While the node degree parameter of a topology, 
which indicates the average number of neighbours per node, provides some concept of 
network denseness, it does not give any direct information about the availability of routes 
between node pairs. 
 
Scenario 
Number of packets  
buffered in 
OppQueue 
Number of packets 
lost 
Case 1 0 0 
Case 2 1 1 
 Case 3 74 74 
Case 4 74 0 




For our purpose, we use the Partitioning Degree (PD) parameter, discussed in 
[104]. This simple parameter is defined as the ratio of the number of node pairs that are 
NOT connected via a route, to the total number of node pairs in the given network topology. 
It can also be interpreted as the probability of two randomly selected nodes not having a 
route. One nice property of the PD parameter is that it normalises the degree of connectivity, 
or dis-connectivity rather, in the range of 0 to 1. (This is also in contrast to other metrics, 
such as node degree.) A PD value of 0 means a completely connected network topology, 
with a route between any source destination node pair. A PD value of 1 means the opposite, 
i.e. a network where no node pair has a route. 
 
We use the BonnMotion [104] network topology and mobility pattern generator to 
generate all our topology scenarios. Since our aim is evaluate the performance of OLSR-
OPP across the whole range of network connectivity levels, we therefore generate network 
topology scenarios with a Partitioning Degree from 0 to 1. We differentiate between 3 levels 
of connectivity, with the following corresponding PD values: PD low [0-0.33], PD medium 
]0.33-0.66], and PD ]0.66-1]. These three categories correspond to high connectivity, 
medium connectivity, and low connectivity. 
 
We initially generated 2,000 random network scenarios, all for 50 nodes, using the 
Random Waypoint mobility model. We randomly chose the (rectangular) size of the 
simulation area, by randomly choosing the length and the width. In this way, we can 
generate scenarios with varying density, connectivity, and therefore varying PD values. We 
then randomly chose 100 scenarios from each of the three categories (low, medium and high 
PD value) as the basis of our simulations. Figure 6.7 shows the cumulative density function 
(CDF) of the Partitioning Degree. Given that uniform distribution has a linear CDF, and that 
the CDF in Figure 6.7 can be approximated by a straight line, we see that our 300 scenarios 
have a fairly uniform PD distribution, in the range between 0 and 1, covering all levels of 
connectivity. 





Figure 6.7: CDF of Partitioning Degree 
 
 
For all our simulations, we used 50 mobile nodes and 10 concurrent traffic flows between 
uniformly randomly chosen source-destination pairs. Individual traffic flows have duration of 
10 seconds. A summary of key simulation parameters is shown in Table 6.3. 








Traffic Type CBR 
Concurrent traffic flows 10 
Traffic flow duration 10 s 
Data rate 4 pkts/s 
Packet size 512 bytes 
Network Parameters 
Transmission Range 250m 
Number of Nodes 50 
IFQ length 50 pkts 
Simulation Time 500 s 
802.11 MAC Tx Rate 11 Mbps 
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground 
RTS/CTS Enabled 






Table 6.3: OLSR-OPP Simulation Setting 
 
6.5.2 OLSR-OPP Packet Delivery Performance Evaluation 
We aim to evaluate the performance of OLSR-OPP in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio 
(PDR) for the range of topologies discussed in the previous section. For each of the 300 
considered scenarios with varying Partitioning Degrees (PD), we get a PDR value from the 
ns-2 simulation. In Figure 6.8, we plot these 300 data points, i.e. we plot the PDR value 
versus the corresponding PD value. For comparison, we also plot the corresponding PDR 
values of the OLSR protocol. To better visualise the difference in performance, we also 
perform curve fitting for these data points using a second degree polynomial function, for 
each of the data point sets. 
 
We observe that OLSR-OPP achieves a significant (up to 50%) performance 
improvement over OLSR-OPP in a very wide range of the PD parameter, with the only 




exception of the very extreme ends of the PD range. It is clear that no major improvement can 
be achieved in the extreme corner case of when PD is close to 0, since in that case of (almost) 
perfect connectivity, OLSR already performs at close to 100% PDR. In the other extreme case 
of PD close to 1, the connectivity is extremely limited with a close to 0 probability of a route 
between node pairs. In that case, no problem can be expected to perform well. 
 
Figure 6.8: PDR Performance of OLSR and OLSR-OPP 
 
Figure 6.9 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the PDR gain 
OLSR-OPP achieves over OLSR, for our three PD scenarios: low, medium and high. We see 
that for the medium PD range case, the improvement is most significant, followed by the low 
PD range, and the high PD range. For the medium PD case, we see that the minimum PDR 
gain is 20%, and that in 50% of the scenarios, the PDR improves by more than 40%. This 
information is also shown in Figure 6.10 in a different way. The figure shows the average 
performance gain of OLSR-OPP over OLSR in terms of PDR, for each of the 3 categories. 
The figure confirms what we have already observed in Figure 6.8, i.e. the highest 
performance gain is achieved for topologies with a medium level PD value, i.e. with 
moderately intermittent connectivity. 





Figure 6.9: CDF of PDR gain of OLSR-OPP over OLSR-OPP 
 
Figure 6.10: Average PDR gain for each PD range 
 




6.5.3 End-to-end Delay 
OLSR-OPP is able to achieve significant improvements in terms of PDR over OLSR 
by opportunistically switching between story-carry-forward routing and end-to-end routing, 
depending on the available connectivity. It is clear that packets experience a much higher 
delay in store-carry-forward routing, due to the extended buffering time. As in DTN routing, 
the trade off is an increased PDR, at a cost of an increased end-to-end delay.  
 
Figure 6.11 shows the averaged end-to-end delay of packets for the 300 different 
scenarios for both OLSR-OPP and OLSR. As expected, the delay for OLSR is consistently 
close to 0. Also as expected, we see that OLSR-OPP has increased end-to-end delay, mostly 
for scenarios with a high Partitioning Degree. In these cases, we observe end-to-end delay 
values above 60 seconds. For highly connected networks with a low PD value, the store-
carry-forward mode is rarely used, and therefore the end-to-end delay of OLSR-OPP is in a 
more similar range to OLSR. 
 
 We compute the average end-to-end delay for the 100 scenarios in each of our 
different PD categories and the results are shown in Table 6.4.  We see that OLSR has a 
consistently low delay, irrespective of the level of connectivity. Again, this is as expected, 
since OLSR operates in a binary fashion, if there is an end-to-end route, packets are delivered, 
if not, they are dropped. For OLSR-OPP, the store-carry-forward delay increases for more 
disconnected networks, i.e. for the medium and high PD ranges. 
 
It is important to note that a higher end-to-end delay is not a reflection on the quality 
of the OLSR-OPP, it simply follows from the fact that the protocol can trade off better PDR 
for increased delay. 
 
The maximum tolerable end-to-end delay obviously depends on the type of 
application, and some applications are more delay tolerant than others. In OLSR-OPP, the 
end-to-end delay can be controlled (indirectly) via the opp_TTL parameter, which determines 
the maximum time a packet is buffered by an individual node. In our simulations, we set the 
opp_TTL parameters to a high value of 400 seconds, which aims to maximise PDR, at the cost 
of a higher delay.  






















PD Range OLSR OLSR-OPP 
PD-Low 5.5 60.1 
PD-Medium 6.7 412.4 
PD-High 2.7 6968.4 




6.5.4 Trading off PDR and Forwarding Overhead 
 In OLSR-OPP, a node will try to forward a buffered in the OPP_Queue for a 
maximum number of times, determined by the copy_count parameter. It is clear that the 
higher the number of copies disseminated in the networks, the higher the probability of packet 
delivery. In the extreme case, flooding is very effective in that regard, but it also has the 
highest overhead. OLSR-OPP limits the overhead of flooding, while still maintaining a very 
high PDR. In this section, we explore how changing the OLSR-OPP copy_count parameter 
affects both the PDR, as well as the forwarding overhead.  
 
 We define the forwarding overhead Of as the total number of one-hop packet 
transmissions, divided by the total number of successfully delivered packets. For this, we only 
consider packets sent in store-carry-forward, and exclude packets that are delivered by normal 
end-to-end routing only.  
 
𝑂𝑓 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠  𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣 𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑
             (6) 
 
 Figure 6.12 shows the performance of OLSR-OPP for different copy_count values (2, 
4, 6, 8, 10), across the entire PD range. For example, the label OLSR-OPP-2 refers to the 
OLSR-OPP with copy_count=2, etc. We again fit a second order polynomial for each of the 
data sets, to better visualise the results. As expected, we see that a higher copy_count value 
results in higher PDR. However, the increase is relatively small.  
 
This is also shown in Figure 6.13, which shows the average PDR gain of OLSR-OPP 
over OLSR, as a function of the copy_count value. (The average of the gain is taken over all 
300 topology scenarios.) We see that for an increase of the copy_count parameter from 2 to 
10, the increment in PDR gain is around 4%. The biggest gain is from copy_count of 2 to 4. 
Beyond that, the marginal increase in PDR is very minimal.   





Figure 6.12: PDR vs. PD for different values of copy_count 
 
Figure 6.13: Average PDR gain vs. copy_count 





While a copy_count value of 10 results in the best PDR performance of all the 
considered cases, it also has the highest overhead. Figure 6.14 shows the forwarding overhead 
Of across all 300 scenarios, for OLSR-OPP with the copy_count parameter ranging from 2 to 
10. As expected, a higher copy_count value results in a larger number of packet transmissions 
and therefore a higher overhead. 
 
Figure 6.15 shows the average forwarding overhead (averaged over all 300 scenarios), 
versus different copy_count parameter values. While there is a sharp increase in overhead for 
low copy_count values, the increase tapers off for higher values.  This is due to the fact that 
the network is close to „saturation‟, where all node that can receive a packet, would have 
received a copy, and further duplicates are no longer forwarded. 
 
Choosing the optimal value of the copy_count parameter, and the corresponding trade-
off between PDR and overhead, depends on the application and network deployment 
requirements. In some cases, it might be desired to achieve a slightly higher PDR, at a 
significant cost in terms of additional overhead. 
 
From looking at the PDR gain (Figures 6.12 and 6.13) and the forwarding overhead 
(Figures 6.14 and 6.15) for different choices of the copy_count parameter, we see that a low 
value of 2-4 looks like a reasonable choice, combining good performance, with limited 
overhead. Any further increase in PDR will come at a significantly higher overhead cost. 





Figure 6.14: Overhead vs. PD for different number of copy_count 
 
Figure 6.15: Average Overhead 




6.5.5 Comparison of OLSR-OPP with Spray-and-Wait (SAW) 
 In the previous subsection, we have studied the PDR performance of OLSR-OPP and 
compared it to OLSR, a traditional WMN routing protocol which relies on end-to-end routing. 
Simulation results showed a significant performance improvement of OLSR-OPP compared 
to basic OLSR. In this section, we compare the performance of OLSR-OPP with Spray-and-
Wait (SAW) [80], one of the key DTN routing protocols, which was briefly discussed in 
Chapter 3. The basic idea is simple. SAW has two phases, a spray phase and a wait phase. In 
the spray phase, for every message originating at a source node, a fixed number (L) of 
message copies are spread in the network to L different “relay nodes”. If the message is not 
delivered in the spray phase, the wait phase simply waits for nodes to directly encounter the 
destination node, where it is delivered via direct transmission. 
 
For our simulations, we use the SAW protocol implementation developed by 
Linkoping University [113]. In this version, Binary Spray-and-Wait is used as the 
transmission scheme [80]. In this scheme, a node that has n (n>1) copies of a message will 
pass on half of these copies to a new node that is encountered, and keeps the other half. This 
continues, until the node only has a single copy, which is the beginning of the wait phase. 
 
 Each SAW node will regularly send a beacon signal (which is similar to HELLO 
message) to determine when a new node is in the neighbourhood. We will call this node as a 
beacon node. If the beacon messaged is received by a node that carries a message, i.e. the 
carrier node or querying node, it will send a query message to the beacon node for the 
purpose of connection establishment, as illustrated in Figure 6.16. The beacon node will reply 
back with the response message to the carrier node. Afterwards follows the exchange of 
messages between the nodes.  
 
The SAW protocol has a HELLO interval parameter, which determines the frequency 
in which HELLO messages or beacons are exchanged. The parameter is defined as a 
[min/max] range, from which the actual interval is chosen uniformly randomly. We use a 
range of [0.75/1.25], which corresponds to an average HELLO or beacon interval of 1 second, 
which corresponds to the HELLO interval of 1 second used our OLSR-OPP implementation. 
 




The entire signalling mechanism of the SAW protocol, as shown in Figure 6.16, is 
relatively complex and resource intensive, in contrast to the minimal approach of OLSR-OPP. 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Packet Exchange Process in SAW [114] 
 
  
For the comparison with SAW, we used the same 300 topology and mobility patterns 
for our ns-2 simulation, as used in the previous section.   
 
The results of our simulations are shown in Figure 6.17, which shows the Packet 
Delivery Ratio for both OLSR-OPP and SAW. We also included the results for OLSR for 
comparison. From Figure 6.17, we see that both OLSR-OPP and OLSR outperform the SAW 
protocol for all but the most disconnected network scenarios, i.e. PD values of close to 1.  
   




The relative poor performance of SAW across a wide PD range can be explained via 
the relatively involved connection establishment and message exchange process shown in 
Figure 6.16, where a relatively large number of message need to be successfully exchanged 
over wireless links with very intermittent connectivity. In contrast, OLSR-OPP has a very 
lightweight approach, where packets are simply exchanged between nodes, without any 
connection establishment or other required signalling. 
 
Overall, we observe that OLSR-OPP significantly outperforms both the native WMN 
routing protocol OLSR, as well as the native DTN protocol Spray-and-Wait. 
 
Figure 6.17: PDR vs. PD, for OLSR-OPP, OLSR and SAW 
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced OLSR-OPP, a simple hybrid protocol, which 
combines end-to-end routing with the store-carry-forward approach of DTN protocols in a 
very light weight manner. OLSR-OPP chooses the routing and forwarding mode 
opportunistically and transparently, based on the available network connectivity. This is one 




of the main differences to related works such as of [97], where the forwarding mode change 
needs to be initiated by the source node, for the entire flow. 
 
 OLSR-OPP chooses the right forwarding mode opportunistically, and transparently, 
with zero overhead cost in terms of extra signalling. We verified the basic validity of our ns-2 
implementation of OLSR-OPP, and performed extensive performance evaluations, across a 
systematically selected range of topologies and mobility scenarios, ranging from very high to 
very minimal network connectivity. We further explored the trade off between protocol 
performance and overhead via the tuning of the copy_count OLSR-OPP protocol parameter. 
Our performance comparisons of OLSR-OPP with OLSR and Spray-and-Wait (SAW) have 
shown a significant improvement in the Packet Delivery Ratio over both OLSR and SAW, 
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In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of routing in wireless multi-hop 
networks. Given the extremely broad range of deployment scenarios and related network 
characteristics of these networks, e.g. in terms of network connectivity, node mobility, traffic 
load and pattern, etc., the aim was to investigate how protocols can be tailored and adapted to 
such varying scenarios, with the goal of improving network performance. 
 
Towards this goal, by means of extensive simulation experiments, we have 
investigated how different protocol mechanisms such as route repair and different routing 
protocol parameters, such as the HELLO interval, has an impact the performance of wireless 
multi-hop networks, for different traffic load and mobility scenarios.  
 
We further investigated the performance of key Wireless Mesh Network routing 
protocols such as AODV, DYMO, OLSR and HWMP, in a wide range of scenarios, and 
analysed the reasons for packet loss. We found that the performance of standard WMN 
routing protocols decreases rapidly in networks with reduced levels of connectivity, i.e. in 
sparser network topologies. 
 
This problem was addressed in this thesis by the introduction of OLSR-OPP, a new 
hybrid routing protocol which extends the traditional end-to-end routing approach of WMN 
protocols with the store-carry-forward mechanism of Delay Tolerant or Opportunistic 
networks. The extension is very light-weight, and OLSR-OPP is backwards compatible with 
OLSR. It allows to opportunistically and transparent switching between forwarding 
mechanisms, adapted to the particular level of connectivity that is available in the network. 
 
Using network simulation, the performance of OLSR-OPP has been extensively 
evaluated across a large number of topologies and mobility scenarios. We used 300 scenarios 
with a (almost) uniform distribution of network connectivity, as expressed in terms of the 
Partitioning Degree parameter. This allowed a systematic evaluation of the protocol in a wide 
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range of networks, from highly connected to highly disconnected, with all the intermediary 
levels. 
 
Our results have shown that OLSR-OPP manages to significantly improve the 
performance of OLSR in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), across the entire range of 
topologies.  The same qualitative result was achieved in a comparison with the Spray-and-
Wait DTN routing protocol. 
 
We also evaluated the trade-off in terms of forwarding overhead versus PDR, as 
controlled via the copy_count protocol parameter, and have seen that for a low value of the 
parameter, most of the performance improvements can be gained, with a relatively limited 
network overhead. 
 
A store-carry-forward mechanism such as used in OLSR-OPP trades off increased 
PDR for increased end-to-end delay. We evaluated and quantified the increased delay 
experienced by packets. 
 
In conclusion, the OLSR-OPP protocol is practical, since it provides a simple, light-
weight, backwards-compatible and low overhead extension to OLSR, and manages to 
significantly increase the packet delivery performance across a wide range of networks with 
different levels of connectivity, in particular for networks with a Partitioning Degree between 
0.1 and 0.8. 
 
 
Directions for future work include more extensive evaluations of OLSR-OPP, in 
particular using test-bed experiments. Unfortunately, that was not possible in the context of 
this thesis, due to resource constraints. 
 
It would also be interesting to investigate the optimal choice of the opp_TTL protocol 
parameter, depending on the level of delay tolerance of the application or network. 
 
While this thesis has made steps towards exploring more adaptive and tailored routing 
protocols for wireless multi-hop networks, and the presented results are promising, a lot 
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remains to be done towards the goal of having protocols that are truly adaptive and perform 
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